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Judge blocks
Stephenson
from serving

Towns
close
flood
gates
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) —
Spectators gathered in this river
city town Friday to watch floodgates close for the first time
since 1997 in preparation for
high waters.
"It's a sight to see," said Nate
Heider, marketing director at the
River Heritage Museum in
Paducah. "I've been out taking
pictures and trying to document
it. This is a part of river history."
Statewide along the Ohio
River, houses were evacuated
and roads closed because of
high-water caused by heavy
snowfall and rain late last year
and early this year. Rural river
towns without the protection of
flood walls were expected to
receive the most damage.
A local state of emergency
was in effect in the western
of
counties
Kentucky
and
Union
Livingston.
Henderson, and the northern
Kentucky county of Bracken.
The action means the counties
have requested help from the
state.
At least 10 houses were evacuated and five mobile homes
were moved in the Bracken
County town of Augusta.
Residents .in four other houses
moved belongings to the second
floor.
In Union County. authorities
Friday helped move three families out of their houses in Sturgis
on the Tradewater River —
bringing the number of families
evacuated to 13.
"I think there will probably
be a few more families displaced
by the water who will need help
getting out of their homes," said
Vernon Martin, the county's
emergency management director. The Tradewater feeds into
the Ohio River.
County,
Livingston
In
inmates were helping to fill
sandbags. A temporary levee
was built in Smithland, and
three floodgates were installed.
Work was expected to continue
throughout the weekend.
In northeastern Kentucky, 25
houses were reported isolated
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Murray Main Street Director Deanna Wright
believed the Wallis business had the
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By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
The building that once
housed the longest running
pharmacy in the United States
is about to regain its luster in..
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Photo courtesy of Murray Main Street

taken that shows some people gathered
It is not known when this photograph was
Street.
inside the Wallis Drug business on Main

By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Wnter
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
A Republican state senator may
not take any official action or
get paid because she was not a
qualified resident of Kentucky
before the election, a judge ruled
Friday.
Franklin County Circuit
Judge William Graham's temporary injunction all but removed
Dana Seum Stephenson from
office, prohibiting her from "sitting as a state senator, from performing any official duties of
the office as state senator, from
receiving or accepting any pay
for the office of state senator and
from participating in the affairs
of the General Assembly."
Senate President David
Williams, a Republican, said he
expects to appeal Friday's ruling
and seek an immediate review
by the Supreme Court.
Stephenson received more
votes than Democrat Virginia
Woodward in their Jefferson
County race, but Woodward

went to court
just before
the election
and won a
judicial rulthat
ing
Stephenson
did not meet
the six-year
residency
requirement Stephenson
the
in
Kentucky Constitution.
Woodward was certified by
the State Board of Elections as
the only candidate receiving
votes and took an,oath of office
on Jan. I as a senator. The
Republican-controlled Senate,
however, later voted to seat
Stephenson, even though a special committee appointed to
review the case also determined
Stephenson did not meet the residency requirement.
Graham's order said the initial judicial ruling, which
Stephenson did not appeal, left

See Page 2A

Declaration of
disaster sought
by Gov. Fletcher
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Ernie Fletcher on Friday
asked President Bush for for a
disaster declaration as a result of
the state's Christmas week winter storm.
The storm resulted in power
outages and hazardous road conditions. Heavy snowfall and ice
on the roads left thousands of
stranded travelers, the governor's office said.
Total costs of the storm were
expected to be more than $5.5
million, the governor's office
said.
At the storm's peak. an estimated 30,000 customers were

without power. Retcher's office
said.
The disaster aid is aimed at
governments and organizations
to help repair. replace or supplement parts of a community's
infrastructure. Fletcher's aid
Ballard.
covered
request
Breckinridge.
Bracken.
Caldwell, Carlisle, Crittenden.
Grant.
Fulton,
Franklin,
Grayson. Hancock, Harrison.
Hart, Hickman. Hopkins. Larue.
Livingston, Lyon, Marshall.
Muhlenberg, McLean. Nelson.
Owen, Pendleton, Robertson.
Shelby, Trimble, Union and
Webster counties.

II See Page 2A

Hart College offering new brew for you
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
say
may
sign
The
the
read
but
Cafe,
ewed
ughbr
Thoro
fine print: "Proudly we brew
Starbucks."
Murray State University Food
Services is taking advantage of a concept Starbucks offers that has proved
appealing among college campus.
l'horoughbrewed Cafe, which opens
Tuesday on the first floor of MSU's
Hart College, will feature two
machines that make Starbucks products possible.
"If you are in here, you will have
Starbucks coffee even though it's the
Thoroughbrewed Cafe," MSU's Food
Services Director Bill Benriter said.
Vice President of Student Affairs
Don Robertson told Staff Congress
earlier this week the prices at

Kentucky Lottery
EVENING
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Pick 3:
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Starbucks in Hart College will be a bit
less than that typical Starbucks stores
but the taste will be the same.
"The machine guarantees the
Starbucks drink at Murray State is the
same Starbucks you drink anywhere
else you might be," he said.
Starbucks opened its first location
at Pike Place Market in Seattle in
1971. Since then it has expanded to
8,337 locations, with the closest to
Murray at Lourdes Hospital in
Paducah. Starbucks also sells whole
bean coffee through group sales and
supermarkets and produces bottled
Frappuccino drinks. The concept that
allows Murray State to sell Starbucks
coffee comes without a license agreement so the selection is limited.
In Murray, prices range from $1.50
for the 16-ounce version of Coffee of
the Day to $4.20 for a iced white
chocolate mocha, one of Starbucks'

cold beverages. Benriter said those
prices are about 10 to 15 cents cheaper than regional Starbucks locations,
including Paducah.
Tboroughbrewed Cafe will offer a
student gathering place for socializing and studying."The idea is the students will enjoy coffee drinks and
have an area for students to study,"
Benriter said. 'There will be an area
for groups to have programs."
The response from the student
workers, who have been training the
last two day, has been promising if
it's reflective of what the student
body and faculty and staff members
think. There will be a grand opening
at 4:15 p.m. Friday.
"The response has been enthusiastic by students," Benriter said. "I didn't know how that would go. There

III See Page 2A
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Leaky dam forces
evacuations in Calif.
CORONA. Calif, (AP)
.Authorities released a fierce,
brown river of water from a
Southern California dam and
evacuated 2,300 people from its
path Friday after a temporary
earthen barrier at the site began
seeping water.
The U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers unleashed more than
10.000 cubic feet of water per
second to relieve pressure on the
dam 50 miles southeast of Los
Angeles.
'That's like a swimming pool
every second," Corona Mayor
Darrell Talbert said.
The water gushed into the
Santa Ana River, whose banks
were deep enough to handle the
flow without flooding, said Lt.
Col. John Guenther, deputy
commander of the corps' Los
Angeles district.
The
National
Weather

Correction
A story in Thursday's
Ledger about a Webasto event
omitted an item about an application pick-up date at the
Career Discovery Center.
For those who are unable to
attend the Jan. 29 "Preview to
the City" for •Webasto at the
RSEC's Murray Room, applications may be picked up at the
CDC on North 12th Street
beginning Jan. 31.
The Ledger apologizes for
any confusion.
The Murray Ledger cfc Times
strives to ensure accurate and
fair reporting, however mistakes occasionally occur. It is
the Ledger's policy to correct
errors. To report a news mistake or error, please call 7531916.
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Calloway County Sheriff's Department
• A possible rape was reported at 11:29 a.m. Wednesday by
someone affiliated with ZJAM Youth Ministries. The caller said
the rape happened on Jan. 9, but Sheriff Larry Roberts said it ta
unclear where the incident nappened or who *Ria:14
said the caller was reporting the incident based on information
from an online chat room. A deputy is inveetigatint
• A possible break-in was ieported at 12:30 p.m. ednesday at
an East State Line Road residence.
• A kitchen fire was reported at 12:03 p.m. Thursday at an
Allbritten Lane residence. Calloway County Fire-Rescue was
notified.
• A car fire was reported at 6:06 p.m. Thursday at The Murray
Bank on 12th Street. Murray Police Department was notified.
• A caller from Scenic Acres Drive reported at 11:12 p.m.
Thursday a mobile home across the street was on fire. CCFR
was notified to respond to 160 Scenic Acres Drive.
Murray State University Police Department
• Officers were requested to meet Facilities Management officials
at the sorority suites at 10:47 a.m. Wednesday regarding turkey
carcasses in the building's front door. An officer contacted the
state fish and wildlife department about the carcasses.
• Kaleb Leneave of Paducah and Josh Binford of Murray were
served with summons Thursday at the department for an earlier
harassment incident.
Murray Police Department
• A prowler was reported at 3:53 p.m. Thursday at 1501 Beckett
Drive.
• A burglary was reported at 8:32 p.m. Thursday at 1615 Ryan
Ave.
• A prowler was reported at 308 N. Fifth St. at 8:44 p.m. Thursday.
— Information is obtained from reports,
logs and citations from various agencies.

Seriice issued a flash flood
watch in the area, but that was
canceled in the late afternoon
because seepage from the dam
no longer was increasing.
Corona's mandatory evacuation
was called off in the late afternoon but police advised residents to stay away until Monday
as a precaution.
The darn problems followed
a series of storms since last
week that turned Southern
California into one big flood
zone. The torrential rain triggered a mudslide in the tiny
town of La Conchita that killed
10 people and damaged several
homes. In all, 28 people died in
the staiv from the storms.
Residents of La Conchita
were told a mandatory evacuation order would be lifted later
in the day Friday, but it would
take two to four more weeks for
water service to be restored and
two to seven days for gas and
electricity to be turned back on.
A number of people said it
was critical for them to return to
their homes to retrieve medicine, clothing and other personal
items.
"I'll risk my life to go in,"
said Anelle Beebe.

The
Calloway County
Courthouse will be closed
Monday in observance of
Martin Luther King, Jr. holiday.
The courthouse will reopen
Tuesday.

Town Crier
NOTICE
II The Murray-Calloway
County Park Board will meet
Monday at 6 p.m. in the
Chamber of Commerce conference room. Director and
committee reports are on the
agenda.
O The Calloway County
Fiscal Court will meet at 7 p.m.
Tuesday at the Weaks
Community Center. The agenda includes consideration of
the national flood plain ordinance and of agreement for
park pool improvements as
well as discussion on district
court orders and an update on
Kentucky board tax appeals.
O The Murray Planning
Commission will meet at 5
p.m. Tuesday at city hall. The
agenda includes updates on
proposed ordinances for bed
and breakfasts and cellular
antenna towers.
• The Murray Board of
Zoning Adjustments will meet
at 4:30 p.m. Wednesday at
city hall. The agenda includes
public hearings to review conditional use applications for
the Church of the Living God
at 502 N. L.P. Miller St. and
Crumbles Restaurant at 405
S. L.P. Miller St. as well as
updates on proposed ordinances for bed and breakfasts
and cellular antenna towers.
MI To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.
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The floodwall at the foot of Broadway in Paducah, Ky.,
was closed Friday in anticipation of flooding from the
Ohio River. The Ohio is expected to crest at 49.5 feet
Wednesday bringing the river level to the base of the
floodwall.
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From Front
because of high water on roadways in Lewis County, and six
others had water in them. Water
damage also was reported in
Hardin County in the town of
West Point.
Some downtown roads near
the river's edge in Louisville
were closed. . .
_
In Paducah. the river was
45.8 feet and rising — more
than 6 feet above the flood stage
of 39 feet. It is forecast to crest
around 49.5 feet on Wednesday.
On Friday. the city was closing 14 of its 55 river gates.

Thirty-nine gates were closed in
1997 when the riverscrested at
55.79 feet,
"As long as the sun is still
shining, we won't be putting
anything else in," said Rick
Murphy, the city engineer in
Paducah.
Floodgates have also been
installed in Hawesville in
Hancock County „and
Uniontown in Unitin County.
Bill Givens, manager of the
Third Street Cafe in Uniontown,
said nobody was too concerned
the rising water.
"We're just going on like we
always do;" Givens said.

•Judge ...
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Deanna Wright examines a calendar from 1963 that was
discovered during the first phase of the refurbishing
process of the former Wallis Drug location on Murray's
court square.
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From Front

producing an exact replica nearly impossible. "The way a building was used and how it 14 as

,.
131

made in the 1800s is going to
differ from what we can do
today. because you have plumbing and electrical things to consider, and that can cause a few
changes to have to be made."
She said the Wallis project
will be modeled somewhat after
those of upper floors in
Paducah's downtown area that
have occurred over the past several years. She and other Main
Street representatives toured
several of those facilities before
pursuing the current quest.
"Everywhere you look, it
seems downtown areas are
going back to the way it used to
be," Wright said. "You have a
business on the bottom floor and
the people who owned it usually
lived upstairs above the business. When you have that, it also
brings more business downtown. People are more likely to
stay there to shop or to eat nearby.
"The biggest thing we want
to do, though, is we want to keep
the historic integrity of these
places."
Wright said she is hoping to
obtain grant money to add more
funding for the restoration.
Among the places most likely to
be asked will be Preserve
America, a White House initiative founded by First Lady
Laura Bush that encourages and
supports community efforts for
the preservation of America's
culture and heritage.
Murray became one of 31
Kentucky communities to be
placed within this initiative last
January. In September, 14 were
added to that list. A total of 169
communities are included
nationwide.
Murray joins
Paducah, Madisonville, Cadiz,
Dawson Springs and Princeton
as being the western-most communities in Kentucky under the
Preserve America umbrella.
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Psalm 127:1 "Unless the LORD builds the house, its builders labor in vain ...."
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Dr Jerry
& Lynn Jones

• To recommend ways to build a permanent foundation for marriage.
• To teach communication skills needed for building lifelong dialogue
•To teach the responsibilities of husbands. wives and parents.
•To assist in recovery from divorce or the death of a spouse.
• To provide personal counseling to those in need.
• To show the importance of placing God at the center of your marnage
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The Paducah SuniAP Photo

the past several years. Four others were funded privately.
"Some businesses are using
the upper floors in their buildings for storage, but that's not a
way that creates economic
development. This is, our first
real attempt at housing something with that in mind in the
upper story." said Main Street
Director Deanna Wright. noting
advantage
From Front
that the restoration plans call for
over
a pair of two bedroom/two baththe case within the jurisdiction Democrats
room apartments to be situated
of the courts.
with
one
above a building that has two
Jennifer Moore, Woodward's independent.
store fronts.
attorney, has argued that The inde"What we want for the botWoodward should get the Senate pendent is
tom floor is to have two strong
seat, but on Friday she said the Bob Leeper
businesses move in there, maybe
court could declare the seat of Paducah,
a retail place and a restaurant,
vacant, which would require a who left the
and we've already had some
special election.
Republican Woodward
people ask us about being the
Counting
Stephenson, Party over
ones to do that," she added.
Republicans hold a 22-15 its decision to seat Stephenson.
"We're never done this before.
so this is going to present the
Tonight will be
learning curve, I guess. But I
partly cloudy.
think it's also going to make
Sunday will be
projects we have later be easier."
partly cloudy
It is believed the drug store
going to experiment with desigFrom
Front
with highs in
nated parking spots nearby for was opened in the mid to late
the mid 30s.
was a tremendous response to customers to pick up orders, 1880s and did not close until
Sunday night
jobs. People have asked a lot of much like Applebee's does with 1998, marking the longest conwill be partly
questions about when we're its carry-out business. Benriter secutive-years-open streak for
cloudy with
going to open and what we are said MSU will try four 10- any pharmacy in the country. A
lows around 17. going to have."
minute parking spots later this pair of businesses, Pam's Deli
Thoroughbrewed Cafe is month and see if that eliminates and Candy Bouquet. have since
occupied the site.
any potential parking problem.
Wright said the process to
Thoroughbrewed Cafe is
open from 7 a.m. to 11 p.m. prepare the building — bought
Monday through Friday and 10 fora total of $115,000 —for its
a.m. to 10 p.m. Saturday and new use started in November
with all of that work happening
Sunday.
inside. Mainly, that involved
removing paneling and items
that covered the original walls.
Jefferson Pilot Securities
Tin ceilings, including one porCorporation Branch Office tion bordered by wallpaper
believed to be as old as the
ROl sicamore • Surte A
1800s, will not be altered structurally.
"We're not going to modernize it. In fact, that way just contradicts what we're about," she
said, emphasizing that federal
guidelines must be followed in
the process. which could make
featuring
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Obituaries
Mrs. Addle Beth Shelton Hubbard
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.IThie funeral for Mrs. Addle Beth Shelton Hubbard will be Sunday
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral Home,
Mayfield. The Rev. Harold Council and the Rev.
. will officiate.
li.9t14 nf pAdalcilk:
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to
9 p.m. today (Saturday).
Mrs. Hubbard, 92, Calvert City, died
Thursday. Jan. 13, 2005, at 1:55 a.m. at Lourdes
Hospital, Paduciah. A resident of Calvert City
Convalescent Center, she was a native of
Milburn and Carlisle County, and a former resiof Murray and Louisville.
Hubbard dentShe
was the widow of longtime Kentucky
Baptist minister, Dr. Carroll Hubbard Sr. In addition to being a pastor's wife for 48 years, she was also an elementary school teacher in
Kentucky for 38 years at Pugh School in Carlisle County, Faxon
School in Calloway County and in Jefferson County at Middletown,
Dunn and Breckinridge Elementary schools.
Mrs. Hubbard was a 1931 graduate of Milburn High School, a
1935 graduate of Murray State Teachers College and attended several graduate courses in education at the University of Louisville.
During her senior year at Murray State she was a receptionist and
secretary for Dr. Rainey T. Wells, Murray State's first president. In
2004 she was presented a Kentucky Colonel certificate by Gov.
Ernie Fletcher.
She was an active member of Walnut Street Baptist Church,
Louisville. In Murray, Mrs. Hubbard was the pastor's wife at
Memorial Baptist Church, Murray, where her husband was the
church's first pastor from 1935-1939.
Survivors include two sons, Carroll Hubbard Jr., and wife,
Vivian, Paducah, and Kyle Truett Hubbard and wife, Tina,
Louisville; three grandchildren, Kelly Lynn Estes, Birmingham,
Ala., Krista Leigh Britton, Falls Church, Va., and Kyle Truett
Hubbard Jr., Tipp City, Ohio; three great-grandchildren, Ashley
Noelle Estes, Justin Patrick Estes and Mason Aaron Hubbard; a
niece, Jane Cocke, Calvert City; two nephews, Creston Shelton,
Paducah. and Cecil Ed Shelton, Morrow, Ohio.
A second service will be Tuesday at 11:30 a.m. in the chapel of
Pearson Funeral Home, Louisville. The Rev. Eugene Sutherland of
Walnut Street Baptist Church will officiate. Burial will follow in the
Cave Hill Cemetery, Louisville.
Visitation will be at the funeral home in Louisville from 2 to 7
p.m. Monday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Dr. Carroll
Hubbard Memorial Scholarship Fund, Murray State University, 106

Development Center, Murray, KY 42071-3313.

K.T. Hughes

K.T. Hughes. 70, Murray, died Wednesday, Jan. 12, 2005, at
10:40 p.m. at his home. A retired truck driver, he was a member of
Smithland United Methodist Church.
One grandson preceded him in death. He was the son of the late
John Hughes and Louisa Ochterbeck.
Survivors include one daughter, Brenda Davenport, Paducah;
three sons, David Hughes and Charles Hughes, both of Paducah, and
Gary Hughes, Eddyville; one aunt, Mrs. Wilma Kimberlin.
Eddyville; and four grandchildren.
The funeral will be Sunday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Milner &
On Funeral Home, Paducah. The Rev. Mike Grimes will officiate.
Burial will follow in the McMurray Chapel Cemetery in Livingston
County. Visitation will be at the funeral home after noon on Sunday.

He was the son of the late Marion Steele and Jacqueline Harris
Card. One brother also preceded him in death. Survivors include his
wife, Mrs. Nita Burk Steele; one daughter. Stephanie Codi Steele.
Clinton; three sisters, Mrs. Paula Wis, Dallas, Ga., Ms. Heather
Card, Murray, and Mrs. Angela Easley. Salem, Ill.; his stepfather. G.
111% Card, Murray.
Ta...‘

Mrs. Emma Lou Skis

The funeral for Mrs. Emma Lou Sins will he today (Saturday) at
1 p.m. in the chapel of Milner & OR Funeral Home, Paducah. The
Rev. Elicit Edmonds and the Res. Bernard Lewis will officiate.
Burial will follow in the Union Ridge Cemetery at Aurora.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Gospel Assembly Church.
2100 Ohio St., Paducah, KY 42003.
Mrs. Sirls, 74, Paducah, died Wednesday, Jan. 12, 2005, at 7:14
a.m. at her home. She was a retired proof transit operator for
Paducah Bank & Trust with 26 years of service, and a former
e of Clausner Hosiery Mill with 13 years of service. She
employe
Matthew Scott Mean
a
was member of Gospel Assembly Church, Paducah.
The funeral for Matthew Scott Means was today (Saturday) at 10
Her husband. Joseph Franklin Sirls, and one sister, both preceda.m. in the chapel of Hughart and Beard Funeral Home,2504 South
ed her in death. Born in Sebree, she was the daughter of the late John
Virginia St., Hopkinsville. Coach Carl Yahnig officiated. Burial was
Benjamin Odom and Mary Oman Donahoo Odom.
in the Riverside Cemetery, Hopkinsville. Expressions of sympathy
Survivors include four sisters. Mrs. Betty Wright. Henderson.
ille.
may be made to First Baptist Church, Hopkinsv
Joyce Wells, Owensboro. and Mrs. Dean May and Mrs. Reva
Mrs.
Mr. Means, 23, Fairfax Avenue, Hopkinsville, died Wednesday.
May, both of Providence; one brother. John Lewis Odom.
Jan. 12, 2005, at 6:08 p.m. His death was from injuries sustained in
n.
Henderso
a two-vehicle accident which happened on U.S. Highway 68 three
miles west of Cadiz.
n Rogers Fain
Mr. Means was a senior at Murray State University where he was Mrs. Caroly
Rogers Fain, 83. State Route 94 West, Murray. died
Carolyn
Mrs.
a member of Alpha Tau Omega fraternity and was reportedly returnJan. 14, 2005, at West View Nursing Home. She
Friday,
p.m.
3:50
at
Baptist
First
of
A
member
accident.
ing to school at the time of the
in Calloway County.
1921,
3,
June
was
born
Church, Hopkinsville, he was a 2000 graduate of Christian County
late Allen Rogers and Edith Mayfield
the
of
daughter
The
1981,
23,
March
born
was
He
High School where he played football.
of Salem Baptist Church in Lynn
member
a
was
Fain
Mrs.
Rogers.
in Christian County.
years at Belk-Satle Department
several
worked
she
and
Ky.,
Grove,
and
Jr.
Means
Mitchell
Survivors include his parents, David
Rebecca A. Means, two sisters, Julie Anne Means and Mary Store.
She is survived by her husband, whom she married Dec. 25. 1940
Katherine (Katie) Means, and his paternal grandmother, Mrs.
Ky., Dan Fain, Murray; two sons, Jackie Fain and wife
Margie Means, all of Hopkinsville; and his maternal grandfather, in Benton,
Ky.. and Roger Fain and wife Kim. Wellington.
Kirksey,
Linda,
Charles J. Pixley, Advance, Mo.
Colo.; one brother, Lenith Rogers and wife Pat. Murray; four grandchildren, Marc Fain and wife Amanda. Coldwater. Ky.. Candice
Rick Steele
Winebarger and husband Brandon. Hazel. Ky., Brittany Fain.
the
in
a.m.
11
The funeral for Rick Steele was today (Saturday) at
Wellington, Colo.. and Daniell Schlep and husband Justin, Fort
chapel of Brown Funeral Home, Clinton. The Rev. Bobby Barnett
Colo.; and one great-grandchild, Hunter Winebarger, Hazel.
Collins,
officiated. Burial was in the Clark Cemetery.
James Rogers, and one sister, Frances Myers, also
brother.
One
Mr. Steele, 49, Clinton, died Wednesday, Jan. 12, 2005, at 9:30
death.
in
her
preceded
p.m. at his home. An electrician, he attended Jackson Chapel
Services are incomplete. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in
Community Church.
charge of arrangements.

Graner convicted of abu Ghraib abuse
FORT HOOD,Texas(AP)—
Army Spc. Charles Graner Jr..
the reputed ringleader of a band
of rogue guards at the Abu
Ghraib prison, was convicted
Iraqi
of abusing
Friday
detainees in a case that sparked
international outrage when photographs were released that
showed reservists gleefully
humiliating prisoners.
Graner, the first soldier to be
court-martialed in the scandal,
was convicted of all five charges
and faces up to 15 years behind
bars. Four other soldiers have
pleaded guilty in the scandal.
Graner stood at attention and
looked straight ahead without
expression as each verdict was
read. His parents, Charles and
Irma Graner, held hands tightly
as they listened.
On his way out of the courthouse hours later, Graner
flashed a thumbs-up to a large
group of reporters waiting for
him. He didn't testify during the
trial, but his attorneys said he
would Saturday in the sentencing phase.
Asked what he would say on
the stand, Graner said,"The first
thing I'm going to say is, 'I
swear to God."
The verdict came after less
than five hours of deliberations
and a 4 I/2-day trial in which
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U.S. siiiiher convicted of murder in
'mercy killing of injured Iraqi teen
judge convicted an
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) — A U.S.
Army sergeant of murder Friday for the~d Mercy-killing of
a severely infured Iraqi teenager, and sentenced him to a
year's imprisonment.
Staff Sgt. Jonathan J. Alban-Cardenas of Inglewood, Calif..
is the second soldier convicted of shooting the wounded 16year-old as U.S. forces bathed an uprising in Baghdad's Shiite
';Muslim stronghold of Sadr City in August.
Witnesses say U.S. soldiers found the teenager in a tximinct
itruck apparently set alight by fighting.
The Americans decided severe bums and abdominst
twounde put the teenager beyond help and that "the
,course of action was to put (the victim) out of his misery"
has said.
1 criminal investigator
it. A judge convicted Alban-Cardenas of murder and conspirs
In
Friday
hearing
one-day
a
'during
murder
commit
to
l'cy
Baghdad. the military said'in a statement. He was sentenced
:
fto one year's confinement, demotion to private, and a bad-con.
e.
discharg
1 duct
Staff Sgt. Johnny M. Home Jr., also with the Fort PilawKan.-based 41st Infantry regiment, was sentenced in
,December to three years in prison after pleading guilty in the
14same killing.
,
Separately, Army Capt. Rogelio Maynulet of Chicago faces.
shooting
y
allegedl
for
y
German
in
rtial
court-ma
a Feb. 22
killing a man who was gravely wounded when U.S. figh
ed fire on his vehicle last May south of Baghdad.

f

fir

prosecutors depicted Graner as a
sadistic soldier who took great
pleasure in seeing detainees suffer.
"It was for sport, for laughs,"
Chris
Capt.
prosecutor
Graveline told jurors in his closing argument Friday. "What we

have here is plain abuse.'
The jury began the sentencing phase Friday evening. The
prosecution wrapped up its sentencing testimony quickly, but
Graner's attorney called seven
witnesses before testimony
ended for the night.

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photo

official proclamation desigFriday, City of Murray Mayor Tom Rushing signed an
A community celebration
city.
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ty. Mayor Rushing is
event will be held that evening at Murray State Universi
MSU's director of African shown signing the document with S.G. Carthell,
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n,
Phi Alpha; Termaine Shellma
Hammonds, financial secretary for Alpha Phi Alpha.

lism
Muslim leader warns against disaster zone evange
kind of situation,-

BANDA ACEH. Indonesia
(AP) — A senior Islamic leader
warned foreign relief workers
Friday of a serious backlash
from Muslims if they bring
Christian proselytizing to tsunami-struck Sumatra along with
humanitarian help.
Masked health workers,
meanwhile, fanned out spraying
insecticide to kill mosquitos and
prevent malaria from breaking
out in Aceh province's refugee
camps, where poor sanitation
and contaminated water pose a
health risk to tens of thousands
of survivors.
U.N. Secretary-General Kofi
Annan said he would name a
special envoy next week to coordinate relief And reconstruction
in the 11 countries hit by last
month's earthquake and tsunami
that killed more than 157,000
people, two-thirds of them in
Indonesia.
Annan, speaking to reporters
at a conference in the Indian
Ocean nation of Mauritius, did
not explain how the envoy's role

would differ from that of the
U.N. emergency relief coordinator, Jan Egeland, who has been
responsible for coordinating
tsunami aid.
On Saturday, U.S. Deputy
Secretary of Defense Paul
Wolfowitz met with a Thai
Defense Minister Gen. Samphan
Boonyanant to discuss relief
efforts, including the $350 million Washington has pledged.
Wolfowitz also planned to visit
hard-hit areas of Indonesia.
Thailand and Sri Lanka. Details
of the private session weren't
immediately disclosed.
At Friday prayers in the main
mosque of Banda Aceh, the
provincial capital, a Muslim
leader warned against any
attempt by Christian aid workers
to evangelize among tsunami
survivors. Indonesia is the
world's most populous Muslim
nation, and Aceh is particularly
conservative.
non-governmental
"All
organizations, either domestic or
international, with hidden agen-

das coming here with humanitarian purposes but instead proselytizing, this is what we do not
like," said Dien Syamsuddin,
the
of
secretary-general
Indonesian Council of Ulemas,
or religious scholars.
He also condemned reports
the U.S.-based welfare group
WorldHelp had planned to adopt
300 Acehnese children orphaned
by the disaster and raise them in
a Christian children's home.
The
told
group
The
Associated Press on Thursday it
had dropped the idea.
"This is a reminder. Do not

do this in this
Syamsuddin said. "The Muslim
community will not remain
quiet. This a clear statement, and
it is serious."
Later Friday, teams with
insecticide sprayers began
working in refugee camps
around Banda Aceh, where the
tsunami and heavy rains have
left pools of stagnant water that
are perfect breeding grounds for
mosquitos.
"Short-term, we're trying to
prevent an epidemic," said
Richard Allan, director of a public health group.
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WASHINGTON TODAY
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By Will Lester

What cost are
inaugurations?
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Bush's second inauguration will cost tens of millions of dollars — $40 million
alone in private donations for
the balls, parade and other invitation-only parties. With that
kind of money, what could you
buy?

McDermott, D-Wash."During
World War 1, President Wilson
did not have any parties at his
1917 inaugural, saying that
such festivities would be undignified."

..u.BRITism SCIENTillS Rave LINKED tieavy uce
oF Cell PlioNei gy Cioalzetv uNDeR wan
To EAR. AND SPAIN ivmoRC,PP.oterrING oNe
MANUFACTUReR To suspeND mopes Amep
AT POUR- To EIGlIT—
%leAR-005.'I

Lawmakers representing the
Washington area have corn-•
plained to the White House
•Two hundred armored
about the District of Columbia
Humvees with the best armor
not getting enough federal help
for troops in Iraq.
to cover the city's portion of the
III Vaccinations and preveninaugural security costs, estitive health care for 22 million
mated at $17.3 million.
children in regions devastated
Organizers of the inaugural
by the tsunami.
defended the celebration.
We are surrounded here in
men in America, and he would
II A down payment on the
South Carolina with reminders
lose practically all of it — land
"The inauguration of a
nation's deficit, which hit a
of Hamptons — streets, housing and slaves — in the war.
United States president is one
record-breaking $412 billion
Born in Charleston in 1818,
of America's greatest traditions, developments, statues in tribute
last year.
to them.
Hampton graduated in 1836
a tradition that transcends parti•Two years' salary for the
Some honor the memory of
from South Carolina College,
san politics," said Tracey
NIets' new center fielder Carlos
Wade
where both his grandfather and
Schmitt, a spokeswoman for the
Beltran. or all of pitcher Randy
'Hampton I, a
father had been trustees. He
Presidential Inaugural
Revolutionary
Johnson's contract extension
immediately was appointed by
Committee. "Our theme is celeWar and War
with the New York Yankees.
Governor Pierce Butler as an
brating freedom and honoring
of 1812 hero
aide to the state military adjuA big inauguration and its
service."
and
one
of
tant
general'and set about
accompanying costs were conthe South's
She
cited
the
administering
Commander
family business.
in
sidered a given, a historic ceremost successMarrying
Chief
inaugural
into
another patriball
that
offers
mony with all the pomp,
ful landowncian
family,
the
Prestons,
in
free
tickets
to
service
members
pageantry and celebrations that
ers and a con1838. Margaret Preston was the
back
from
Afghanistan
and
Iraq
the nation had come to expect
gressman.
daughter of a deceased conand their family members. That
every fog{
But most
gressman. the sister of a U.S,
By
Larry
ball is one of nine; the other
But a recent confluence of
honor his
McGehee
senator, and the sister-in-law of
eight require a ticket.
events — the tsunami natural
Syndicated
grandson,
John Manning, a future gover"Every inaugural there's a
Columnist
disaster. Bush's warning about
Wade
nor. Margaret died in 1852,
Social Security finances and the really good reason given why
Hampton HI,
leaving 34-year-old Hampton to
who rose in the Civil War to the rear four children. Little Harriet
$5 billion-a-month price tag for you should spend whatever
rank of Lieutenant General,
donors are sending in on somethe war in Iraq — have many
died the next year. son Preston
replacing
J. E. B. Smart as head was killed in the Civil War, and
Americans now wondering Why thing -else:
"said Rich Galen,a
of the rebel cavalry forces.
son Wade IV died of malaria in
spend the money the second
veteran Republican activist,
Walter
Brian
Cisco
pieces
1879.
time around.
saying many of the complaints
together
this
Hampton's
biograIn 1858, Hampton married
come from the losers of the
While the Presidential
phy in Wade Hampton:
Mary
McDuffie, daughter of a
election.
Inaugural Committee hopes to
,Confederate Warrior,
famed congressman, governor,
raise $40 million in private
Billionaire Mark Cuban,
Conservative Statesman
and senator. She would die in
donations for the balls, parades
owner of the National
(Brassey's, Inc., 2004,401 pp.).
1874. Hampton would live until
and candlelight dinners for
Basketball Association's Dallas
Because the Hampton histo1902.
high-roller donors, millions of
Mavericks, voted for Bush —
ry is mostly in the 19th century,
The Hamptons, Mannings,
government dollars will be
twice. Cuban knows a thing or
even South Carolinians oftehdo Prestons, and Hammonds in
spent on construction of the
not recall it, not to mention folk this extended family representtwo about big spending, once
platform and stands at the
from
other states, so the Cisco
ed the ruling class of South
starring in ABC's reality TV
Capitol, police overtime, miliwork
is
well-timed.
Hamptons
Carolina for over a century.
show,"The Benefactor," in
tary personnel and the tightest
in
South
Carolina
were
as
Wade Hampton III appears
which 16 contenders tried to
important
security for the first post-Sept.
and
dominant
as
to
have
been a leader with
pass his test for success and
Byrds in Virginia.
11 inaugural.
remarkable
public reserve. In
win $1 million.
All three Wade Hamptons — his entire career, he appears to
The questions have come
Cuban questioned spending
the fourth died before his father have lost his temper only twicefrom Bush supporters and
all that money on the inaugural. did — amassed plantations and
once when he wanted to kill
opponents: Do we need to
"As a country, we face huge
slaves. Wade Hampton III
brother-in-law lames Henry
spend this money on what
inherited from his grandfather
deficits. We fake a declining
Hammond.
a governor and later
seems so extravagant?
and father, married into more
senator of note, for molesting
economy. We have service peoNew York Rep. Anthony
property, and bought and traded • Hampton's sisters in their
ple dying. We face responsibiliWeiner, a Democrat, suggested
extensively.
youth.
ties to help those suffering from
inaugural parties should be
By the time of the Civil War,
When war came in 1861.
the ... devastation of the
scaled back, citing as a precehe was one of the wealthiest
Hampton
offered his service to
tsunamis," he wrote on his
dent Franklin D. Roosevelt's
Nog, a Web journal.
inauguration during World War
Cuban challenged Bush to
•
Set
an example: "Start by can"President Roosevelt held
•••
his 1945 inaugural at the White celing your inauguration parties
and festivities."
House, making a short speech
111 g4=
. _
A
and serving guests cold chicken
-A seveNTY-NINe !'
salad and plain pound cake,"
Will Lester covers polling
'MAR-OLD
according to a letter from
MISSISSIPPI
and politicsfor The Associated
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Weiner and Rep. Jim
Press,
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Letters to the Editor Policy
V Letters may be sent to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY
42071, faxed to 270-753-1927, or e-mailed to editorOmurrayledger.com.
✓ Letters mailed or faxed must be signed and have
address and phone number. E-mailed letters must have
address and phone number.
✓ Letters should be kept between 300-41)0 words and
must be typed. Handwritten letters will not be published.
✓ The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right to
edit or reject any letter on the basis of length, style,
spelling, grammar, libel, good taste and frequent conWNW,to the Forum page. Letters of a "thank you"
that single out sponsors will not be accepted.
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his state and then to the new
Confederacy. He created the
famous Hampton Legion, the
units of which would figure
importantly in Civil War history. He moved over the war
years from colonel to brigadier
general to major general and
finally to lieutenant general.
one of the few men to hold that
rank.
In the war, his brother and
his son would be killed, and
Hampton himself would twice
be seriously wounded. His service at First Manassas (where he
was wounded in the head) and
then on the Peninsula earned
him the high regard of c..eneral
Joe Johnston.
Hampton's war career is the
central core and most exciting
portion of his biography. He
turns out to have been rather
bloodthirsty, wishing aloud
some times that all Yankee soldiers could be killed and usually positioning himself in the
thick of cavalry battles where
he took quite a few Yankee
lives. He arrived in the nick of
time to turn several battles into
victories, and probably did as
much as any southerner to prolong the war.
•
He also turns out to have
disliked his commanding officer, General Stuart, who risked
lives needlessly and sought
publicity too -avidly. In the
fierce antagonism between
General Joe Johnston and
President Jefferson Davis,
Hampton was the statesmandiplomat, able somehow to get
along favorably with both. He
was present with Johnston
when he surrendered, but not
with Lee.
In his subsequent years,
deprived of his vast pre-war

wealth, he eked out a living as a
railroad and insurance executive before being elected governor by a host of red-shined
South Carolina voters in the
1876 election that ended
Reconstruction and then serving
as U. S. Senator. He broke his
leg while hunting and it had to
be amputated in 1879, on the
same day he was elected to the
senate.(The other South
Carolina senator, Matthew C.
Butler, an old Hampton comrade-in-arms had lost a leg as
well, during the war. A
Newberry newspaper noted that
South Carolina would have
fewer legs in the senate than
other states. but More brains.)
Hampton proved popular,
even among former enemies,
and occasionally was touted as
a presidential or vice presidential prospect for the Democrats.
Towards the end of the century.
as populism swept the South
and drove out many Bourbon
patrician political leaders,
Hampton was defeated in 1890
by Ben Tillman whose racial
biases made Hampton's moderate biracial cooperation policies
look liberal and ahead of their
time.
Cisco's portrait of Wade
Hampton III evinces a cotirtly,
portly, erudite, mannered, educated, horse-friendly, "old
school" patrician, evidence that
the old rulers survived in the
South after the war was over,
only to be replaced from within
three decades afterward.

o 2005, Wofford College, SC
Larry McGehee, professor
and vice president at Woffond
College, may be reached by email at
mcgeheelt@wofford.edu.
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.Front Porch Concert will - Five generations
be at Johnson Theatre tonight

lospitinemo

The annual Front Porch concert of
WKMS 91.3 FM at Murray State University will be tonight at 7 p.m. at the Robert
Johnson Theatre of the Doyle Fine Arts
Building on the campus near North 15th
and Olive Boulevard.
Featured will be Dan Knowles, national old-time claw hammer banjo champion;
Eddie Pennington, Kentucky thumb picking style guitarist; and Old Santa Fe band
Jo's
composed of Dave Prosser, Mark Glaab,
Datebook Lisa Glabb, Zac Caldwell and Dwayne
By Jo Burkeen Waller.
W'KMS will open the theatre at 6 p.m.
Community
for a silent auction of items and gift cerEditor
tificates donated by regional businesses. Tickets are $7 each for the concert.

Transit Authority board will meet
Murray Calloway Transit Authority will have its monthly
board meeting Monday at 11 a.m. at the Weaks Community
Center. For more information contact Bjarne Hansen at 7539725

Quilt Lovers will meet Tuesday
Quilt Lovers of Murray will meet Tuesday at 6 p.m. in the
community room of Calloway Public Library. A demonstration
of the traditional Japanese quilting technique Sashiko will be
given by Lou Ann Phi!pot. No materials are necessary, since
it will be a demonstration only this time. All interested persons are invited.

Hospital retirees will meet
Retirees and former employees of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital will meet Tuesday at 11 a.m. at The Big Apple. For
more information call Nancy McClure at 492-8640.

Hazel Lodge will meet Tuesday
Hazel Woodmen of the World Lodge 138 will meet Tuesday at 6 p.m. at WOW lodge hall on C.C. Lowry Drive, Murray. This will be a meal potluck soup dinner. Officers for 2005
will be installed.

MES Council will meet Tuesday
Murray Elementary School Site-based Decision Making Council will meet Tuesday at 3:15 p.m. in the school conference
room. All interested persons are invited.

Music Department to hear Baker
Music Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the club house. Sonya Baker, soprano soloist
and professor at Murray State University, will present the program. Hostesses will be Pat Miller, Kathy Mowery, Annie
Nance, Joann Niffenegger, Norma Paschall and Virginia Randolph.

Al-Anon meeting is Tuesday
Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Please enter from the southside rear door
located near the playground. The only requirement is that there
be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Singles will meet Tuesday
Murray Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the
annex of Calloway Public Library. This is open to all singles.
For information call Vicky at 753-3128, Laverne at 753-0181
or Jackie at 1-270-247-7754.

Four Rivers group to meet Sunday
'Cs

Four Rivers Music Friends group is scheduled to meet Sunday at 2 p.m. in the annex of Calloway Public Library. This
is open to all musicians and listeners. For more information
call Velvaleen at 753-6979.

Millennium Mutts Club will meet
Millennium Mutts 4-H Dog Agility Club will meet Sunday
from 2 to 3 p.m. at Fern Terrace Lodge without dogs to see
what Pet Therapy dogs do. For more information call Karen
Collins at 753-2294.

Theta Department will meet
In

Theta Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Mon
day at 2:30 p.m. at the club house. Holly Webb, executive
director of Calloway County Chapter of the American Red
Cross, will be the speaker. Members are asked to bring items
for the Merryman House Domestic Crisis Center. Hostesses
will be Sylvia Puckett, Joan Adams and Jo Burkeen.

•

Parent Support Group will meet
Parent Support Group. formerly called Parents Anonymous,
will meet Monday from 6 to 8 p.m. For more information call
753-7004.

Al-Anon Family Group will meet
Al-Anon Family Group will meet Monday at noon at St.
Leo Parish Center, located on Payne Street behind St. Leo
Catholic Church. This group is meeting anonymously to give
comfort to families and friends of alcoholics. The only requirement for membership is that there be a problem of alcoholism
in a relative or friend.

Health Express lists stop
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
offer glaucoma screenings, blood pressure and pulse checks on
Monday from 8 a.m. to noon at Weaks Community Center.
For information call 762-1348.

Public Library will be closed Monday
Calloway County Public Library will he closed Monday in
observance of the Martin Luther King Jr. birthday observance.

Book Signing with Local Author LI Illustrator
fitititiessisa

filatistietdit,

Monday, Jan. 17th

Photo provided
Guthrie Grogan, 97, seated front center, is pictured
with his daughter, Barbara Grogan Lovins, right, his
granddaughter, Jeanne Lovins Mathis, left, and his
great-granddaughter, Trisha Mathis Ross, holding his
great-great-granddaughter, Laken Renee Ross, four
months, in center behind Mr. Grogan.

seniorActivities

Cardiac Club will
meet on Tuesday
PADUCAH, Ky. — The Cardiac Club will meet Tuesday
in the Doug Borders community room, located in the Marshall Nemer Pavilion at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
Kyle Miller, cardiac rehab
exercise physiologist at Lourdes, will speak about "Exercise for a Healthy Heart."

zlksri'Nrwave porks
0•48••••ipterw.

j

A social time will begin at
6:30 p.m. and Miller will speak
at 7 p.m.
For more information contact Dena Phillips RN, Lourdes Cardiac Services, at 1-270444-2106 or Kim Peck RN,
Western Baptist Hospital, at 1270-575-2745.
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ANNUITY?
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Racing Stripes
PG- 12:50 - 3:10 - 7:00 - 9:10
Meet The Fockers
R313- 1:20- 3:45. 7:05 • 9:30

White Noise
PG13 - 1:05 - 3:15 • 7:10 - 9:2c1
Coach Carter
PG13 • 12:45 • 3:40 - 6:50 -

Lemony Snicket's
PG - 1:35 - 3:50 - 6:55 - 9:05
Fat Albert
PG - 1:15 - 3:25 - 7:15 - 9:15

In 30 minutes, Tenaya
found hope.
After having 3 children
and being diagnosed
with hypothyroidism.
Tenara Desaulnier
thought she'd "never
be healthy again."
Today she's an
optimist who tells her
supportive friends at
Curves "keep the
motivation going and
you can succeed, too.-

Curvet
,

Open Mon.- Sat. 10 a.m. -6 p.m. • 605 S. 12th St. • 762-0207
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Theatres
1008 Chestnut St.
NO CHECKS
SCHEDULE GOOD TAU JAN. 20
SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 RIO
ON SAT & SUN ONLY
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in the Listening to Love Conference to encourage. equip and
inspire women to become all
God created them to be," a
member of the coordinating
group said.
Reservations at $15 per person may be made by sending
your checks payable to FBC
Women's Conference LTL to
First Baptist Church. 203 South
4th St., Murray, KY 42071. A
nursery will not be available.
Registration fee is transferable,
but not refundable.
For more information call
the church office at 753-1854
from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.. Monday through Friday: or Denise
Travis at 753-4532.

WOODMEN OF THE WOR
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY

located on Court Square

SPONSORED BY: Hollyhock's • Yours, Mine Er Ours• Wilson's Florist

Kim Bolton will be the
singer/speaker for the Listening- to Love Women's Conference on Feb. 19 at First Baptist Church, Murray. The theme
will be -A Morning at Girlville
with Kim Bolton."
Bolton has appeared on
Christian television on CBN.
CTN and INSP. she has worked
with Luci Swindoll, Kathy Peel,
Mary Welchel, Anne Graham
Lotz, Marge Caldwell, Babble
Mason, Twila Paris and others.
She is not only a gifted
singer/speaker of Christian
music, but is also a songwriter
and plays keyboard and saxophone.
Registration will be from 8
to 8:45 a.m. with a continental breakfast. The conference
will be from 9 a.m. to noon
at the church.
Coordinator of the conference is the Fellowship of Christian Women of the host church.
"We invite you to participate

RITA'

• Ni

1:30 - 1:45 Special Book
Reading by Aunt Jessie

Listening to Love Women's
Conference will be Feb. 19

itrear iteyeat

1:00- 3:00 at Hollyhock's

110

mediate Line Dancing at 2:20
p.m. in the gym. On the lunch
menu will be chicken strips, au
gratin potatoes, broccoli, roll,
margarine and ice cream.
Tuesday events include
Strength and Stretch Class from
8 to 9 a.m. in the gym, devotion at 10 a.m. and Ping Pong
from 1:30 to 3:30 p.m., both
in the gym. Our monthly birthday and anniversary celebration will be at 12:30 p.m.
Chopped steak with mushroom
gravy, mashed potatoes, tomatoes and zucchini, biscuit, margarine and sliced peaches will
be on the lunch menu.
Wednesday events include
Armchair Aerobics at 9:30 a.m.,
Stride with Pride Walkers at
10 a.m., and Pinochle Club at
noon. Powder Puff Pool Tournament will be at 9:30 a.m.
and any female aged 60 or
over is invited to participate.
On the lunch menu will be
1380 chicken, lima beans, carrots, roll, margarine and
ambrosia.
Thursday events include
Strength and Stretch Class at
8 a.m. and Canasta at 12:30
p.m. Shuffleboard Tournament
will be at 9:30 a.m. and is
open to any person 60 or older.
Pepper steak, rice, Japanese
vegetable blend, roll, margarine
and apple will be on the lunch
menu.
Friday events include Armchair Aerobics at 9:30 a.m.
Stride with Pride Walkers at
10 a.m., and Open Bridge
begins at noon. Those who
have signed up for the Reelfoot
Lake Eagle Watching Trip should
be ready to leave the center
at 8 a.m. On the lunch menu
will be taco salad, refried beans,
lettuce, tomatoes, tortilla chips,
margarine and brownie.
Murray-Calloway Senior Citizens is a United Way agency.

BY TERI COBB
Activities director
Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens are now in our
facility at the George Weaks
Community Center, 607 Poplar
St., Murray. We invite you to
check our facility and the many
services offered. Our telephone
number is 753-0929.
We invite you to come and
join us for lunch which will
be served Monday through Friday at 11:30 a.m. for a donation of $1.50. Lowfat milk,
coffee and ice tea are our daily
choices of beverages. Meals
are also sent to private homes.
The center offers transportation on a daily basis from 915
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. If you live
in the city limits and need a
ride to our center, the doctor,
grocery store, bank or pharmacy, call at least one day
ahead of time to schedule your
ride.
Our exercise room is open
Monday through Friday from
8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Those who
are 60 and older are invited
to exercise at no cost. We also
have two indoor Shuffleboard
Courts available. Our basketball court is also open for a
variety of games and times.
Times are also set aside for
women only. Contact the center for more details.
Activities and menus for the
week of Jan. 17-21 have been
released as follows:
Monday events include
Health Express present from 8
a.m. to noon, Armchair Aerobics at 9:30 a.m., Stride with
Pride Walkers will meet at 10
a.m. to go walk at RSEC, Bingo
at 12:30 p.m., and Beginning
Line Dancing at 2 p.m. and Inter-

"Heart-Smart" is the program beans, mashed potatoes. 'Prusfor the menus in the cafeteria sia' sprouts, onion rings, taco
of Murray-Calloway County soup.
Thursday - 'baked potato
Hospital.
Anne Newberry, dietitian, bar, hot Italian roast beef sandpork roast,
said the menus are designed wich, chili, hot dog,
lemon pepper chicken, 'winto help those restricting satu- ter mix vegetables, corn tntrated fats and sodium in their ters, Harvard beets, chicken
diet.
and wild nce soup
Menus, subject to occasionFriday - lasagna, 'vegetable
al change, for the week of Jan. lasagna, prime sea stnps, counI7-23 have been released as try style steak, mashed potatoes with gravy, 'Italian green
follows:
Monday - Quiche Floren- beans, breaded cheese sticks.
tine, 'oven roasted chicken, 'steamed yellow squash,'cream
Salisbury
steak, 'broccoli of broccoli soup, garlic bread
Saturday - 'chicken pot pie.
spears, whipped potatoes, 'field
peas with snaps, fned apples, meat loaf, smoked sausage,
'vegetable beef and barley sauerkraut, 'broccoli spears,
mashed potatoes with gravy,
soup.
Tuesday - 'Build Your Own 'stewed tomatoes, soup of the
Deli Sandwich" - 'chicken a la day.
Sunday - pot roast, chickorange. 'wild rice pilaf, broccoli casserole, spicy French en strips, 'crumb topped fish
fries, candied yams, 'baby car- filet, 'oven roasted potatoes,
rots, Wisconsin cheese soup. 'baby carrots, fried okra, 'crowWednesday - meat loaf, der peas, soup of the day.
(*denotes heart-smart selecturkey hot brown,'crumb topped
fish filet, "seasoned green tion)

WWV.
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New sales associates added
to Campbell Realty roster
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Tennessean has new general manager

The Series One Contractors Policy from
State Auto gives contractors broad, basic
and complete coverage for property and
general liabilities at surprisingly low premium rates. Plus you have the option of
choosing from several custom packages.
Call today for more information.
Your best insurance
is a good agent.

McNutt Insurance

from 4 to 7 p.m. in Room 201 of
Business Building North.
The Stock Market Game is an
interdisciplinary activity offered
for students in grades 4-12 during the fall and spring school
semesters. Students compete
with others across the state for
statewide and regional prizes by
investing hypothetical funds in
common stocks. For 15 weeks,
students learn to form investment teams and work cooperatively to research companies on-

We've Moved

line, select profitable
buy and sell on-line and make
on-going decisions about their
portfolios.
In addition to opportunities
for developing persuasive,
reflective and journaling writing
skills, the Stock Market Game
program contains teacherfriendly,comprehensive curriculum materials in the online
Teacher Resource Center that
Kentucky
to
linked
are
Academic Expectations in math.
social, studies, economics and
business.
The Kentucky Department of

NEW LOCATION
ical
New Life Surg
Kentucky,Inc.

workshop for three hours of professional development credit.
Teachers will also receive a certificate that will allow three
teams to play for free during the
spring stock market game sessions. A light supper will also be
served.
Due to on-line computer
availability, registration is
required and strictly limited.
For more information or to
register for the workshop contact 762-4277 or send an e-mail
to econed@murraystate.edu.
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Weight Loss Center of Western

Alex F. Argoitte, M.D.

•

1528 Lone Oak Road •Paducah, KY 42003
Behind Lourdes Hospital
as of January 3,2005
Dr. Argotte will still be seeing patients at Jackson
Purchase Medical Center as well as our new office.
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Insurance Center of Murray

For Appointments
Alike Young
Greg McNutt
Dan McNutt, AM
• %Aide • Court Square
118 South 5th St.• Murray • 753-4411
"Friend* yew edge dammed ow"

This column is produced by
the Financial Planning
Association, the membership
organization for the financial
planning community, and is
provided by Mark Vinson.
located at Heritage
Solutions/Money Concepts. a
local member of the FPA.
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return during the good times,
many investors who got burned
bailed out of the stock market
and are now afraid to invest at
all. Some have even stopped
contributing to their companysponsored retirement plans.
Again, they've lost sight of
the real purpose of investing.
The result is that they not only
panicked and cashed in their
losses, they shifted their entire
portfolios to low-yielding savings accounts and money markets. While these vehicles can
serve useful financial purposes,
holding an entire portfolio in
them hinders efforts to achieve
long-term financial goals.
Failing to diversify:
Shooting solely for the highest
returns tempts investors to
chase and overload in the current hot part of the market and
ignore underperforming sections. When large-cap and hightech stocks stumbled in 200002, stock-heavy investors
weren't situated to take advantage of the previously ignored
real estate investment trusts
(REITs), bonds, commodities.
and even gold, all of which had
banner years.

901 Sycamore St., Murray

gay
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LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP) —
A Kentucky medical board dismissed an ethics complaint
Thursday against Gov. Ernie
Fletcher, saying he was acting as
a head of state rather than a
trained physician when he
ordered a killer's execution.
In a unanimous decision, a panel
the
of
Kentucky
Medical
Licensure
Board found
"no merit" in
claim
the
that it was
unethical for
Fletcher
Fletcher to
sign a death warrant because he
is a doctor.
Medical
American
Association guidelines prohibit
doctors from participating in
:executions. Kentucky law says
.. doctors must follow the AMA
'ethical guidelines.
The panel meeting Thursday
,
could have recommended a formal investigation, which could
have led to sanctions against
Fletcher, including potential loss
of his license.
"I am pleased that the board
unanimously ruled that my
actions as governor were
unquestionably within our professional ethical standards,"
Fletcher said in a statement.
Fletcher signed Thomas
Clyde Bowling Jr.'s death warrant on Nov. 8. Bowling was
scheduled for execution Nov.
30. However, his execution was
postponed after a ruling by the
Kentucky Supreme Court and a
judge pending the outcome of
legal challenges by Bowling.
A group that included medical doctors, an attorney and a
hospital chaplain filed the grievance against Fletcher, a familypractice physician.
Brief deliberations were held
behind closed doors while the
group that filed the grievance
waited. They were not allowed
to address the panel about the
claims, even when the group
came out of closed session to
vote.
. "We are very disappointed
and very upset about it." said
Carl Wedekind, a retired attorney who was one of four to file
the grievance against Fletcher.
Dr. Preston Nunnelley of
Lexington, who is chairman of
the panel that reviewed the
claim, said it was the board's
practice not to allow oral testimony at that stage of the
process. Leading up to the hearing, panelists were given written
copies of both sides' arguments
and were familiar with them,
Nunnelley said.
"We want everybody to give
their side of the story. There's no
question," Nunnelley said. "But
in this case, we felt that there
was no merit to the grievance."
Three members of the medical board's panel that decided
on the grievance were also campaign contributors. Fletcher also
and
Nunnelley
appointed
Rangaswamy of
Thangam
Louisville to the board.
Nunnelley gave $1,000 to
Fletcher's gubernatorial campaign fund and another $500 for
the governor's inauguration festivities. Dr. Linda Mumford of
Owensboro, another panelist,
gave Fletcher $500 for his run
for governor. Dr. Danny Clark of
Somerset gave the governor's
campaign fund $1,250.
Clark did not return a call to
his home seeking comment.
Mumford said her campaign
contributions to Fletcher did not
sway her or her colleagues' decision. She noted that she was
appointed by a previous
Democratic governor.
"I take this position very seriously," Mumford said.
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HAPPY
Monday,Jan, 17, 2005:
Your connnuoication helps you
and ethers pin momentum. You
èt'e*re'arid dlidsita Everyone else will naturally follow the program. As a pacesetter, dig into your creativity tor
answers. Others find you to be
resourceful and frequently seek
you out. You gain professionally, with a potential pay raise
and/or promotion. You certainly
impress others with your skills.
If you are single, many find you
irresistible, especially during
fall 2005. You can have what
you desire from a relationship if
you take your time getting to
know each person who comes
your way. Consider that you are
screening applicants for the
"job" of your sweetie! If you are
attached, you act like bunnies,
with romance surging forward.
Many will be greeting a new
addition. TAURUS can inspire
you.

Why thank you!

Charleston, S.C., tops list again
as nation's best-mannered city
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Leading the way in orthopaedic services, and now provid
al.
community support at Murray-Calloway County Hospit
n bones.
Orthopaedic surgeons are best known for treating broke
, muscles,
but also treating injuries and diseases of the bones, joints
ligaments, and tendons.
Surgeon with
Dr. Marty Fulbright is a Board Certified Orthopaedic
ine, Inc.
Henry County Orthopaedic Surgery and Sports Medic
with Dr. Eugene
located in Paris, Tennessee, where he is partnered
Gulish and Dr. Heather Gladwell.
of
Dr. Fulbright is Board Certified by the American Board
can Academy of
Orthopaedic Surgery and is a member of the Ameri
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ng, Dr. Fulbnght
Orthopaedic Surgery. In addition to his formal traini
rms the 2-incision
is one of the few surgeons in this region who perfo
and expertise
hip replacement procedure. Dr. Fulbright's expenence
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Outdoors
Lake elevations keep changing
ww w.m urrayledger.cein

• The elevation of both
Barkley and Kentucky lakes
are constantly changing. It has
been moving since winter
began.
.. The unusual wet weather is
still a problem nationwide. Most
areas are bracing for more of
the wet stuff
coming
soon.
On
Kentucky
Lake.
we
were
two
feet above
winter pool
stage
on
Wednesday.
The predicFishing
tion is that
it will drop
Line
a foot or so.
By Jerry
The icy
Maupin
conditions
Outdoors
that struck
Columnist
this entire
area
and
down into Tennessee changed
• our local water temperatures
.as those cold waters came into
,our area by way of the Cumberland and Tennessee rivers.
As of this date, most of
' Kentucky Lake shows a temperature of around 43 degrees
in the upper four feet of water
It is possible that the temperature will 'remain warmer in
the depths as long as the upper
layers are moving through.
When the elevation stabilizes,

C3A

we have in Barkley and Kentucky lakes. An abundance of
them should help our crappie
re-populate in both places.
Water that is around 43
degrees will usually hold crappie at 12 to 16 feet all winter long.
Should we be lucky enough
to receive several days of sunshine, we could see a rise in
the temperature and a rise in
the elevation of our gamefish.
Hopefully, the muddy waters
are past us and we can settle
down to some good winter
fishing!
I want to try fishing for
some sauger as soon as the
winds slow down. A current
Ledger & Times columnist Jerry Maupin shows off a
is OK if it's light, but the
wind makes for some tough
handful off stripers he caught while on a recent fishfishing.
ing trip.
I checked a few places where
then the waters will mix a lit- ever, the legal-sized fish were Jeanne Maupin, wife o columnist and s ng guide
1 could see what I believed to
tle.
not present. One could catch Jerry Maupin, shows off a couple of rockfish stripers
be sauger and catfish moving
Many of our local crappie 30 to 40 crappie that ranged she took in cold water conditions at Kentucky Lake.
around.
anglers. who prefer to fish in from around six to nine-andthick areas for the young fish crappie if they catch them in
A few good minnows on a
the winter months, have been a-half inches.
to hide — we don't see any an unprotected place. I think jig can help you tell what type
close to their fireplaces lately
That is great news in one fish except the ones that
are they are the species that will of species are down there waitsince the conditions have been respect. We are super happy
of legal size. I think this sug- do the most damage to crap- ing for you.
unfavorable.
to see the amount of young crap- gests that there is a possibili- pie.
I hope to see you at the
The sun could possibly shine pie that we have at almost any ty of larger fish who are keepThis year, I plan to make Regional Special Events Censoon. Then, the winds will sub- location. One thing I did notice. ing the smaller ones away by
more attractors that have thick- ter this weekend for our boat
side long enough for everyone however, were a number young eating them.
er cover spots for the young show and tackle display.
to get back on their favorite crappie in beds or wooden
I don't mean that the big crappie. We seem to be in betWe planned to have some
beds where the slabs are.
attractors where the tree limbs crappie will eat little crappie, ter shape with a slight increase good seminars to help
you
Many anglers reported catch- were still stationary.
but that is a definite possibil- in the threadfin shad popula- locate and catch better fish.
ing high numbers of crappie
On the attractors — where ity. We know for sure that the tion. This species of shad will See you there!
on both jigs and minnows. Flow- there are no smaller limbs or bass and stripers will eat young feed most of the predator fish
Happy Fishing!

Waterfowl enjoying much water
Migrating waterfowl visiting the area are thrilled with
the amount of water to be
found.
The superfluity of water has
local waterfowl hunters singing
the blues, however, as ducks
and geese are scattered hither
and yon. To
a duck, there
nothing
quite
so
good as a
newly flooded field
or backwaters in the
timber.
A
few
brave and/9r
hi The lucky souls
Shane Smith, 4, took this 5-point buck, his first deer,
have manField
while on a recent hunting trip with his grandfather,
aged to pack
Tommy Elkins.
their freezers
By Kenny
with fresh
Darnell
waterfowl
Outdoors
because they
Columnist
have found
the "X" —
the precise spot where the dabblers want to trade their flight
wings for sea legs. Find this
spot, and I'm told that the
ducks will flutter down and
land in your boat. That's right
— boat.
The favorite tactic of backwaters everywhere is to inundate access roads as the first
item of business. This leaves
but one option to intrepid waterfowlers — the duck boat. Those
willing to brave the elements
and the hassle of wintertime
boating may find many feathered rewards.
The waterfowl season so far
has been one of "here today.

gone tomorrow." For my own
part, that translates into the
ubiquitous "should have been
here yesterday."
But at least there have been
birds around fairly consistently this year, as opposed to the
dearth of birds during the previous two seasons. Having birds
in the area and being able to
take some home are two different things. however.
For the past three years, the
Chairman's father and 1 have
flooded a small area in one
of his crop fields near the big
river. We didn't hunt it the
first year to help acquaint both
local and traveling waterfowl
with our new stopover.
The field was in soybeans
last year. By the time we flooded the pond. it was just a
small speck of water in a vast
wasteland of closely cropped
bean stubble. To make matters
worse, my duck-blind stuck out
like Madonna at an Amish wedding.
But the pond attracted a few
ducks — and a few geese.
Although once the landscape
was marred by the duck-blind,
the geese found greener pastures. So this year the field
was planted to corn — a duck
and goose favorite, a few rows
of which are still standing in
the middle of the pond.
When we flooded the pond.
the water came right up to the
tips of the ears on the cornstalks. As further enhancement,
Dr. Laughinggas (hunting companion and local dentist Burton Young) and I dug a hole
in the ground that would have
pleased 1. H. Churchill.

We crafted an inconspicuous pit from which to ambush
the hoards of waterfowl that
would surely fall from the sky
for a little corn-on-the-cob.
And so it was that we piled
into our hole-in-the-ground for
opening day, along with another
hunting
buddy,
Dr.
Bonecruncher Heskett.
Shortly after sunup, all of
the planning, digging, hauling
and flooding paid off in the form
of a single gadwall (a duck)
that came in out of the rising
sun and plopped down in front
of the pit.
As gracious host, I deferred
to the other two shooters and
the gaddie was summarily dispatched — by Dr. Laughinggas who, with a single, quick
shot, snatched the duck out
from under Dr. Bonecruncher,
which caused no small amount
of consternation on the part of
Dr. Bonecruncher.
In fact, to this day Heskett
takes immense pleasure in
knocking birds out from under
Burton down at Heskett's real
duck hole in Tennessee.
I mention the lonesome gadwall because he represents the
sum total of ducks (or duck)
harvested out of our flooded
duck-bed-and-breakfast.
Maybe it looks too good to
be true to the wary critters —
or maybe it's further proof that
I don't understand ducks. Nor
do I understand geese for that
matter, which have shown no
compunction whatsoever at
splashing down in front of the
standing corn and dinning lustily on our larder. The sudden
appearance of hungry geese has

salvaged at least a couple of
mornings down at the pond.
With slightly more than two
weeks of waterfowl seAson left,
all eyes are on the sky as
rivers flood and the temperatures plunge. The quality of
the season so far depends on
who you talk to and how they
measure quality.
Those who are willing to
exploit the mobility of a duck
boat while the big rivers are
flooding are apt to find quality hunting not seen in a few ,
years, as are those who hunt
on an old, traditional duck route.
For me, quality means the
easy enjoyment of a day in
the duck blind. This season
has been as unpredictable as
any other, and that's how it
should be. That means that I
have to spend more days chasing ducks and geese because
I never know which day is going
to be "the" day. But I have
every confidence that "the" day
will happen — be it this year.
next year or the next.
There's a good chance that
"The" day will come in the
next two weeks as the season
winds down and winter reasserts itself.
At some point, the backwaters will recede and fat ducks
and geese will have to shop a
little harder for groceries. That's
when I hope the cornstalks in
the middle of our little pond
will flash like a neon sign to
our webfoated guests.
Just once(well, maybe more)
I'd like to come back to the
keyboard and write that on this
or that day, we were hunting
on the

Alesha O'Bryan, 11, harvested her first deer, a 6-point
buck, during the opening weekend of gun season
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Matthew Freeman shows off this 8-point buck he harvested while hunting on opening day in Calloway
County.

t.

Noah Steele, 9, took his first doe while hunt ng near
Big Bear Resort in Marshall County.
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From Page 10A
floor, including only 7-of-20
attempts from 3-point range.
Calloway's struggles included
two prolonged scoring droughts
that proved costly in the end.
"1 don't think we panicked,
but we just couldn't solve some
things offensively," said CCHS
coach Scott Sivills.."I think we
did a little better in the second
half at (attacking) their defense.
But we just didn't capitalize
offensively. ... I thought we
took too many outside shots."
The two squads remained
neck-and-neck throughout a
closely-contested first quarter
that ended with the Lady Lakers
on top 9-8. But Calloway's first
offensive lapse put them behind
the proverbial eight-ball heading
into the second period.
Chelsea Morris's layup in
transition put CCHS ahead 9-6
with 2:08 left in the first quarter.
But that proved to be the Lady
Lakers' last field goal until
freshman guard Sam Butts
broke the drought with a 3pointer from the right corner
with 2:43 remaining in the half.
Calloway's lone point in that
span came on a Carrie Radke
free throw at the 7:03 mark as
Murray enjoyed a 10-1 scoring
run. But the Butts trey ignited
the Lady Lakers, who scored
eight of the final nine points of
the half to go into the locker
room trailing just 19-18 at the
intermission.
streak,
hot
Calloway's
though, wouldn't carry over to
the second half. MHS put
together a 7-0 run to start the
third quarter on buckets by
Thurman, Breanna Volp and
Christina Dunn as the Lady
Tiger lead swelled to 26-18.
Radice finally got the Lady
Lakers back on the scoreboard
with two made foul shots at the
3:08 mark. CCHS then dropped
in its first field goal of the half
on a Kelly Taylor putback with
2:30 left.
Taylor followed that bucket
with a free throw and Meagan
Starks nailed a trey to close the

tr.3 1•1 11
Val*
Calloway Co 00 09 10 20 — 48
Munily (14) — Thurman 17, Volt) 11,
Seers 7, Huston 6, Dunn 5. Garland 4
PG: 19-34. 3-point PO: 2-8 (Dunn
Thurman) Ft 11-22
Calloway Co.(5-4) — Radice 15. Butts
10, Starks 10, Taylor 9, Cunningham 2.
Moms 2 FG: 1941 3-polet PG: 7-20
(Starks 3, Buds 2, Radio 2)Ft 8-9

front failed as Jordan Huston
blocked her layup attempt.
Turner quickly called tirneout
with seven seconds showing on
the clock and drew up a play for
Thurman, who took the
inbounds pass and drove straight
down the court for the gamewinning shot.
-There was no question that
we were going to put the ball in
Thurman's hands," Turner said.
-She's a senior that's been in
that spot many times. ... I just
can't say enough about the way
Volp and Thurman played. They
really stepped up and answered
the challenge."
Turner also heaped praise on
senior Katie Garland, who
scored just four points in the
contest but showed up on the
defensive end of the floor, limitMICHAEL DANN/Ledger & Times photo
ing Calloway's leading scorer,
Lisa
and
left)
Murray High teammates Jordan Huston,
guard Chelsea Morris, to only
Thurman embrace in celebration after Thurman's last- two points.
second shot lifted the Lady Tigers over crosstown rival
"Katie did a great job of shutCalloway County 50-48 Friday night at Jeffrey ting down Morris," she recalled.
"She played 32 minutes of
Gymnasium.
unselfish basketball."
17
igh
game-h
a
in
period as the Lady Lakers once who tossed
The victory puts the Lady
11,
tallied
who
Volp,
and
points,
this
trailing
again battled back,
— who have already
Tigers
with
victory
to
time just 30-28 heading into the willed Murray
Marshall County once
d
defeate
.
tninntes
final
the
in
play
clutch
final eight minutes.
— in the driver's
season
this
and
42-39
up
With Calloway
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take
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work to
some
have
still
while,
within
to
Tigers
Lady
the
pull
to
which came off three long-range
one point with 2:49 remaining. do with just a 1-2 district record.
bombs from behind the arc.
"Sure, it was a tough loss.
"Meagan Starks gave us a Then it was Thurman's turn, as
it's not the end of the seaBut
great spark offensively," Sivills she hit three of four free throw
said Sivills. "We still have
son,"
within
MRS
keep
to
attempts
claimed.
Murray at their place,
play
to
the fourth quarter proved to striking distance at 48-46 with
l's still on the
Marshal
and
left.
be as close as the first one. The 45 seconds
e. ... We've still got a
schedul
with
layup
driving
Volp's
and
ties
four
period produced
chance to be the No. 1 seed (in
three lead changes. But it was only 25 ticks remaining drew
the district tournament). We just
the
setting
even,
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Lady
the
Lady
the play of two veteran
have to learn from this game and
.
Tigers that proved to be the dif- stage for Thurman's heroics.
put it behind us."
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face wounded
Patriots defense
From Page 10A

FOXBORO, Mass. (AP) —
Stopping Peyton Manning is a
huge challenge for a defense
that's at full strength. Imagine
how he'd attack a wounded
team.
The answer will come
Sunday.
That's when the New
England Patriots — missing
their best two cornerbacks and
perhaps Pro Bowl defensive end
Richard Seymour — face the
Indianapolis Colts' record-setting quarterback.
"We will so out there with
what we've got," Patriots coach
Bill Belichick said. -The draft is
over."
He did add defensive backs
Hank Poteat and Antwan Harris
to the roster this week, and nagging injuries to other members
of the secondary have gotten
better. That doesn't make up for
the absence of cornerbacks Ty
Law and Tyrone Poole, both on
injured reserve after being sidelined most of the season.
Seymour is listed as questionable for the playoff game
three weeks after hurting his
knee and then missing the last
regular-season game.
Rookie Randall Gay and second-year pro Asante Samuel
have gotten most of the starts at
comerbac. Third-year pro Jarvis
Green is Seymour's backup.
-Guys get hurt during games
and other people step up. It's not
something that really is an
issue," Colts coach Tony Dungy
said Friday. "We've been
through it with our offensive
line. Guys have been out and
rookies have stepped in and
we've won. That's just the way
you have to do it."
The Colts probably will play
without defensive end Robert
Mathis, who has 10 1/2 sacks.
Starting defensive tackle Josh
Williams is listed as questionable.
If the Patriots lose, their
quest for 'a third Super Bowl
championship in four years will
end. Manning is 0-6 in his career
against the Patriots in Foxboro,
including a 24-14 loss in last
year's AFC title game when he
threw four interceptions.
He had his lowest completion
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KENTUCKY PREP SCORES
Fridey4 Games
80Y.:
Alen Co.-Scoltsville 66, Warren East
53
Apollo 57, Warren Central 49
Barren Co. 56, Franklin-Simi:eon 52
Bath Co. 52, St. Patnck 24
Beectwood M. Calvary Chnsban 30
Belfry 93. Matewan, W.Va. 61
Bel Co. 63, Whaley Co. 48
Bellevue 57, Dayton 48
Baty Layne 73, Also Central 58
Boyle Co. 51. Danville 41
Breckenridge Co. 84, Butler Co 49
Caldwell Co. 57, Providence 43
Calloway Co. 72, Murray 40
Campbellsville 131, Taylor Co. 39
Caverns 67, Hart Co. 55
Cawood 75, Rockcastle Co. 67 OT
Canton Co. 57. Metcalfe Co. 36
Corbin 83, Everts 54
Crittenden Co 57, Livingston Central
46
Deviate Co. 72, Hancock Co 61
East Ridge 58, Pikeville 54
Edrnoneon Co. 77. Frederick Fraize 42
Elizabethtown 76, Central Hardin 38
Elliott Co. 81, Lewis Co. 43
Fleming Co 66, Bracken Co. 60
Frankin Co. 68, Frankfort 53
Fulton City 89, Fulton Co. 80
Graves Co. 54, Mayfield 48
Greenup Co 103, Augusta 44
Greenwood 48, Bowling Green 45
Harrodsburg 71, Burgin 35
Hazard 82, Jackson City 44
Heath 60, Paducah Tilghman 44
Hickman Co. 71, Carlisle Co 49
Hopkins Co. Central 65. Marshall Co
38
John Harchn 56. Meade Co. 52
June Buchanan 60, Buckhom 55
Knox Central 71, Lynn Camp 64
LaRue Co. 65, Green Co 55
Lawrence Co 53. Fairview 48
Lex Henry Clay 73, Lex Tates Creek
55
Lex Lafayette 87, Lex. Chnstian 82
Lex. Sayre 59, Lou. Portland Christian
42
Lone Oak 73, Reidland 48
Lou Jeffersontown 72, Montgomery
Co. 68
Lou. Pleasure Ridge Park 64, Bulktt
East 53
Lou. Tnnity 53, Muhlenberg North 51
OT
Madison Southern 88, Berea 55
Nelson Co. 50. Marion Co 47
New Harmony, Ind., 48, Whitesville
Tnnity 37
North Hardin 84, Ft Knox 66
North Oldham 61, Carroll Co. 54
Ohio Co. 85, McLean Co. 54
Oldham Co. 55, Anderson Co. 52
Owensboro 53, Webster Co. 45
Ovntley Co. 68, Wolfe Co. 67
PaintsviNe 86, Johnson Central 73
Pens 50, Nicholas co. 46
Pendleton Co. 67, Campbel Co. 27
Perry Co. Central 81, Letcher 60
Powell Co. 70, Lee Co 67 OT
Raceland 96, Ironton St Joe. Ohio 57
Rowan Co. 59, Morgan Co 56
Russell 48, Paul Blazer 41
Rune CO. 68, Monticello 55
Rusellkille 70, Todd Co Central 56
Shelby laillsy 89, Middlesboro 78
Sheldon Cleft 65. Megoffin Co. 50
Silver GrOtal68, Ludow 60
South ROyd 60, Pretionsburg 57

Laker head coach Terry
05 08 17 15 — 40
Birdsong said he had an inclina- Murray
tion that his team would answer Calloway Co 16 21 15 20 —5,72Ti
(4-9) — Hudson. Rollins
the challenge he put before Murray
Masthay 14, Jackson 5, Lrbel 4, Trice 0,
them.
McCuuston 8. Te Masthay 4. Parker-Bell
"I felt good about this game 0. Buck. Brandenburg, Wilson. FG: 1410because our kids had a bad taste 46 3-point FG: 2-5 (McCuiston). FT:
16 Fouls: 25.
we
way
the
after
in their mouths
Calloway Co.(14-1) — Futrell 9. White
played against Marshall in front 8, Bumpus 12. Wetter 13, T Tindell 2
2.
of a big crowd," he said. "We Murdock 0, Adams 4. Streetrnan 0,
0. Hargrove 0. Lockhart
never seemed to get on track Gnnstead
Berbench, Perry. J. Tindell FG: 23-48 3against them. And,(Friday), we point FG: 1-6 (Burnous) FT: 24-35.
never expected it to be like this, Fouls: 16.
but we felt like our pressure knock shots down early got us in
would really bother them. I a funk there, and you can't give
think we got them frustrated. Calloway that kind of lead and
Our kids fed off that."
expect to come back on them."
Calloway used a 16-0 run to
Murray shot 14-of-46 from
close out the second quarter, the floor in the game for a frigid
while forcing Murray High into 30 percent, including a 3-of-20
six second-quarter turnovers(10 effort in the first half. The
in the first half) as the Lakers Lakers capitalized with 23-of-48
built a commanding 37-8 lead.
in the game for 47 percent.
Murray High was held to one
Hudson eluded to Calloway's
Peyton Manning and the field goal — Matshay's bucket
ss pressure in their halfrelentle
Colts hope to finally get with 5:25 to play — to make the
as the determining
trap
court
the
past their nemesis,
score 19-7. Joey Jackson's free factor early on.
New England Patriots, in throw at the 4:39 mark would be
"We didn't knock any shots
Sunday's AFC Divisional the Tigers' last point of the quar- down from the outside, and we
ter.
Playoff at Foxboro, Mass.
didn't execute out of it," he
Chase Futrell dropped down explained.'They stayed in it for
percentage this season — except two free throws that started a
for the, finale when he played Calloway run at 3:56. The 5- three quarters.
"Calloway is a better team
one series because the Colts foot-8 junior also ended the
we are. You have to give
than
No.
AFC's
were locked into the
spurt with 17 seconds as he sank credit where credit is due. I
3 playoff slot — on opening 3-of-6 free throws after being
did a good job. We
night in a 27-24 loss at Foxboro fouled by Murray's Brooks thought they
just have to regroup and go back
and was involved in two damag- Hudson.
in and work on some things. We
ing plays.
Hudson picked up his third have the potential to have a good
6,
Patriots
the
at
ball
the
With
foul of the quarter. He was given
he threw an interception to Tedy a technical on his foul of Futrell. team."
Birdsong preferred to use his
Bruschi on the Colts' first drive. Hudson was later ejected from
against
matchup
team's
On their last possession, he was the game.
nt for
bluepri
a
as
l
Marshal
one
st
McGine
sacked by Willie
The Tigers did get back Friday's contest against Murray,
play before Mike Vanderjagt freshman guard Kenneth Trice
raucous environment
missed a field-goal attempt that from a knee injury, but found adding the
ng his squad was
somethi
was
would have tied the score.
out before the game that they already used to.
gave
Another team that
would not have the services of
"We talked to our guys leadManning trouble was the freshman forward Chess Volp
up to this game," he said.
ing
Baltimore Ravens. Indianapolis due to a broken hand. Murray
knew it was going to be
"We
but
19,
Dec.
on
20-10
still won
found itself in foul trouble early wild and we knew it was going
Manning had his second lowest on and never seemed to get on
to be a crazy atmosphere. We
passer rating of the season. track.
wanted our guys to act like
just
except for the final game.
"Foul trouble was big and young men and play the game
t
differen
"They brought
emotions were high," said
it was supposed to be
blazers and mixed up who is Murray High head coach Dan the way
"
played.
throw
coming and made us
Hudson."The fact that we didn't
quick," Dungy said.

Sewing By Steven
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South Laurel 63, Lou Ballard 57
South Oldham 78. Mercer Co 65
University Heights 75 MadisonvilleNorth Hopkins 59
Washington Co 54, Bethlehem 50
Whilseburg 66, Cumbertand 59
Woodford Co 65. Madison Central 61

Guns:
ea Co

58 Jackson Co, 40
Belay Layne 46. Also Control 42
Bourbon Co. 45, Pendleton Co. 32
Boyd Co. 57. Ripley, W Va.. 43
Bm4s Co 82. Danville 46
Bolin Central 41. North Bollett 36
Bulk East 51. Spencer Co 18
Burgin 39. Harrodsburg 35 OT
Caldwell Co 69, Providence 12
Carroll Co 48, North Oidham 42
Ceverna 67, Hart Co. 55
Clinton Co 82. Metcalte Co 44
Conner 78. Newport 47
Corbin 71. Everts 41
Dixie Heights 51. Simon Kenton 35
East Jessamine 80, West Jessamine
63
Edrnonson Co 58, Frederick Froze 4
Fleming-Neon 82. Lowly,. 28
Franklin Co. 51. Frankfort 40
Franklin-Simpson 43. Barren Co. 42
Fulton City 64. Fulton Co. 49
Gallatin Co. 49, Williamstown 36
Grant Co 54, Augusta 49
Graves Co 52. Mayfield 34
Greenwood 53, Bowling Green 50
Hazard 67. Buckhom 30
Hickman Co 43, Carlisle Co 30
Holmes 40, Notre Dame 39
Johnson Central 64, Paintsville 56
LaRue Co 64. Green Co 63
Logan Co 55 Glasgow 50
Lex Bryan Station 47, Lex Paul
Dunbar 44
Lex Sayre 46. Deming 41
Lone Oak 49 Reichand 19
Lou Ballard 48. Lou Moore 46
Lou Fainiale 72. Lou Atherton 39
Lou Sacred Heart 91, Warren Central
41
Lyon Co 67 Trigg Co 35
Madison Central 52, North Laurel 46
Madisonville-North Hopkins 88,
University Heights 27
Magothn Co. 68, Sheldon Clark 50
Marshall Co 71, Hopkins Co Central
66
Mercer Co 76. South Laurel 70
Montgomery Co 44. George Rogers
Clark 31
Muhlenberg North 54. Muhlenberg
South 40
Murray 55. Calloway Co 48
Nelson Co 72. Manon Co 44
Newport Central Catholoc•73, Pyle 43
Ohio Co. 84. McLean Co 50
Oldham Co 44. Anderson Co. 24
Owensboro 61. Webster Co 45
Paducah Tilghman 74, Heath 57
Peravie 119. East Ridge 52
Prestonsburg 62. South Floyd 39
Raceland 64, Fleming Co 43
Rowan Co 61. Moprgan Co 24
Taylor Co 59, Campbellsville 24
Todd Co Central 48, Russellville 37 • .
Trimble Co 43. Owen Co. 32
Warren East 59, Allen Co.-SLotisolle :46
•
Western Hills 46. Model 43
Whrtesburg 82, Jenkins 29
Whrtesville Tnnity 60, New Harmony,
Ind., 25

Smith to meet with
departing player
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Joe Crawford, who suddenly
quit Kentucky's basketball team
earlier this week, soon will visit
with Kentucky coach Tubby
Smith, a move that could pave
the way for Crawford to return
to the Wildcats.
Smith said Friday that he and
Crawford would visit "at some
point in time" but declined to
offer specifics about when or
where.
"We'll talk, but I'm not going
to give you all an agenda or itinerary of what I'm going to be
doing in the future," Smith told
reporters a few hours before the
ninth-ranked Wildcats (11-2)
departed for their game
Saturday at Georgia.
Department
Athletics
spokesman Scott Stricklin said
14 players — the number left on
the team after Crawford's departure — would make the trip to
Georgia.
A phone message left at
Crawford's home in Detroit on
Friday night wasn't immediately
returned.
Crawford, a 6-foot-4, 210pound freshman guard and a
jewel of Kentucky's most recent
recruiting class, left the Wildcats
on Monday in a dispute over
playing time.
Crawford averaged 13.3 minutes a game for Kentucky, the
sixth-highest total on the team.

care Specialties
*your full-service primary
• Diagnosis & Treaonant
of Eye Disease & Iniuries
Budget & Designer Eyewear
•Contacts For Astigmatism & Wads
• Most Insurance Accepted

D. K•vls M. Muss
S. 12th St.•759-2500

But Crawford's playing time
had diminished in the two
games immediately before his
departure. He played four minutes in a win over South
Carolina on Jan. 5 and a seasonlow three minutes in a loss to
No. 2 Kansas on Sunday.
Through 12 games, the former high school McDonald's
All-American was averaging 3.8
points and 2.4 rebounds per
game. Kentucky beat Vanderbilt
69-54 on Wednesday in the
Wildcats' first game without
Crawford.
If Crawford doesn't return to
Kentucky. he'd likely forfeit two
seasons of eligibility, starting
with the second half of this season. His violation of the letter of
intent he signed with Kentucky
would result in an automatic forfeiture of one season unless
Kentucky gave him a release.
something school officials said
they probably wouldn't do.
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=
• Debt Consolidation =
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• Refinance by Combining
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SPORTS
UK's Sparks,
UGA's Felton
have a history
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) Kentucky guard Patrick Sparks
isn't sure what emotions might
be stirred when his current basketball team takes on his former
coach Saturday. Neither is
Sparks' current coach.
It was something that was
coming." Kentucky coach
Tubby Smith said of the game
between No. 9 Kentucky (11-2.
2-0 Southeastern Conference)
and struggling Georgia (6-7, 0
3)and the reunion of Sparks and
Georgia coach Dennis Felton.
"It was eventually going to happen."
Sparks and Felton have fond
memories of their history
together. when both were making names for themselves at
Western Kentucky — Sparks as
a plucky playmaker, Felton as an
up-and-comer on the coaching
circuit.
Felton left the Hilltoppers in
April 2003 to coach Georgia.
and soon after. Sparks decided
to transfer, turning down overtures from other coaches — and
from Felton — and enrolling at
Kentucky. Sparks is now a junior starter for the Wildcats, and
Smith notes that "it certainly
was our gain" when Sparks
chose Kentucky.
But despite the many kind
things Felton and Sparks still
say about each other, they both
realize that they've moved on.
"We're on different sides
now.- Sparks said Friday. "I
understand that, and he understands that. We're both out there
trying to win.
"I miss playing for him, but
at the same time, l'm here playing for coach Smith, and we're

AP file photo

Wildcats' point
guard
Patrick
Sparks,
who
Western
starred
at
Kentucky before transferring to UK, will face his former coach, Dennis Felton,
for the first time when
Kentucky takes on Georgia
in SEC action today.
going to have a lot of fun, too."
Felton first saw Sparks play
during Sparks' sophomore season of high school and said he
knew right away,"I had to coach
him." Felton immediately began
recruiting Sparks to Western
Kentucky.
Sparks' first game with the
Hilltoppers was a doozy — they
upset then-No. 4 Kentucky 6452 at Rupp Arena in the 2001-02
season opener.
Sparks broke into the starting
lineup later that season and
helped Western Kentucky reach
the NCAA tournament in 2002
and 2003.

Leinart puts NFL
on hold for a year
LOS ANGELES (AP) — money could make someone
Matt Leinart passed on the NFL happy," he said.
for a chance to make history at
There was a roar of approval
Southern California — and to from a crowd of about 500 sturemain a college kid for another dents and fans jammed into the
year.
foyer at Heritage Hall to hear
The Heisman Trophy winner Leinart's decision.
will return to USC for his senior
"I don't think it was too diffiseason and cult a decision — to make miltry to lead lions of dollars or be one of the
the Trojans best college football players of
to
an all time," All-American defenunprecedent- sive tackle Shaun Cody said.
ed
third "You can't go wrong either
straight way."
national
Leinart has made clear for
champi- months his desire to stay in
onship.
school. He said last August he
"I went would definitely return because
Leinart
with my gut. he loved playing for the Trojans,
I went with my heart," the quar- he needed to get stronger physiterback said.
cally and make other improveLeinart opted to complete his ments.
eligibility rather than enter the
More recently, he said he was
NFL draft, where he figured to leaning toward returning, but
be one of the top selections in would investigate his options.
April and become an instant
In the end. Leinart decided
millionaire.
the risk of serious injury or a
Instead, he'll have a chance sub-par performance next seato become just the second two- son was worth it.
time Heisman winner.
Leinart consulted coaches,
Mostly. though, Leinart was friends, teammates, NFL quarjust having too much fun to terbacks Carson Palmer and Ben
leave.
Roethlisberger and his parents.
"I realized the opportunity The 21-year-old left-hander said
right now to support my family he didn't come to a final deciby going to the NFL early, but to sion until Friday.me I think college football and
A 6-foot-5, 225-pounder,
this whole atmosphere here and Leinart was a third-year sophobeing with my friends and my more who hadn't thrown a pass
teammates ... is ultimately mcire for the Trojans when he sucsatisfying and will make me ceeded
Palmer,
another
happier than any amount of Heisman Trophy winner.

Bus
ted
Str
eak
Thurman's shot lifts Lady Tigers
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
Its rare that a rivalry as
intense as Murray High versus Calloway County could
be so one-sided.
Yet, that's exactly what it
was entering Friday's battle
between the Lady Tigers and
their crosstown nemesis Lady
Lakers, who had won 10
straight over MHS spanning
the last three years before last
night's epic struggle.
Thurman
Lisa
But
changed all that with one
shot. The Murray senior's
runner in the lane as time
expired lifted the Lady Tigers
to a heart-stopping 50-48 triumph over Calloway in the
Fourth District showdown
before a packed and noisy
crowd at Jeffrey Gymnasium.
"It's a shame that one team
had to lose this game because
both of them played really
hard. But it had to be our
turn." said a relieved Murray
head coach Rechelle Turner.
"We haven't beaten them in
three years, so it's nice to
have the ball bounce our way
for once.The Lady Tigers (9-6)
managed to pull out this
back-and-forth
contest
despite a poor effort from the
free throw line, which has
been a stumbling block for
them all season. Against
CCHS, Murray was just 11of-22 from the charity stripe.
drawing the ire of Turner.
"Free throws would have
definitely been something we
would have had to ponder had
the game turned out a different way," she noted. "It's
really a mental thing. It's
something you want to
address, but it's not something you want to put too
much attention on."
The Lady Lakers(5-6) had
their own problems shooting
the basketball, connecting on
just 19-of-61 shots from the
II See STREAK Page 9A

MICHAEL DANN/Ledger & Times photo

Murray High senior Lisa Thurman (33) puts up two of her game-high 17 points ahead
of the defense of Calloway County teammates Kelly Taylor (41) and Kayla
Cunningham during Friday's action at Jeffrey Gymnasium. Thurman's running_
jumper at the buzzer lifted the Lady Tigers to a 50-48 triumph over their crosstown
rivals.

Lakers drop
anchor on
rival Murray

MICHAEL

er & Times photo

Galloway's Brett Welter(15)drives against the defense of Murray High's
Tim Masthay during Friday night's contest at Jeffrey Gymnasium.
Welter had 13 points to help lead the Lakers to an easy 72-40 triumph
over the Tigers. Masthay led MHS with 14 points.

By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
Calloway County boys' basketball team
took a page from Creedence Clearwater
Revival Friday night. And much like the song
"Proud Mary". the Lakers just keep on rolling.
The Lakers improved to 14-1 on the season
with a 72-40 win over Murray High at Jeffrey
Gymnasium.
Calloway moves to 9-0 in First Region
action and is now 3-0 in Fourth District play.
The Lakers have won 18 of their last 19
games against district opponents, including
regular and postseaon action dating back to
the 2002-03 season.
Murray fell to 4-9 overall and dropped to
1-2 in the Fourth District.
On a night when tension was high and fans
were whipped into a frenzy. Calloway put
three players in double figures, including a
game-high 24 points from senior forward Trey
Tindell. The Tigers were paced by Tim
Masthay's 14 points.
Brett Welter had 13 for Calloway and
Jeremi Bumpus tacked on 11
Determined not to let his Lakers sit back
and feel a team out like they did against
Marshall County just a week ago, sixth-year
•See LAKERS WIN Page 9A

Mora, Falcons not concerned about lack of playoff pedigree
ATLANTA(AP)—With nearly four
decades on the books. the Atlanta
Falcons are seriously lacking when it
comes to a playoff pedigree.
Oh sure, they've had a moment here
and there — most notably, an improbable run to the Super Bowl during the
1998 season. But they'll never be mistaken for the Green Bay Packers or
some other franchise with a _glorious
lineage.
Well. the Packers are done for this
season. And Jim Mora couldn't care
less about the past.

1

Atlanta's rookie coach guided his
team to the NFC South championship,
only the third division title in the franchise's 39-year history. On Saturday
night, the Falcons will be at home in the
playoffs for just the fourth time when
they host the St. Louis Rams.
"I didn't pay attention to what had
been," Mora said. "Let's create an environment, a culture, that we believe will
help us be a team that can win consistently through the years. And we're off
to a good start."
Granted, there have been a few false

starts over the years.
In 1980, the Falcons were the topseeded team in the NFC and hosted
Dallas on a frigid day at old AtlantaFulton County Stadium. With a 10point lead and just five minutes to play.
they gave up a pair of Danny White-toDrew Pearson touchdown passes for a
30-27 loss.
During the '98 season, Atlanta won a
team-record 14 games and pulled off
the biggest victory in franchise history.
a 30-27 overtime upset of the
Minnesota Vikings to win the NFC

championship. Order was restored two
weeks later — team leader Eugene
Robinson was arrested the night before
the Super Bowl, and the Falcons were
blown out by Denver, 34-19, in John
Elway's finale.
Two seasons ago, Michael Vick
guided the Falcons to a stunning victory at Green Bay, the first time a visiting
team had won a playoff game at
Larnbeau Field. But the Falcons lost in
the second round at Philadelphia. then
plunged to 5-11 last season after Vick
broke his leg.

Now, as one of eight teams still
alive, the Falcons are a bit out of place.
The Vikings are the only other survivor
that has yet to win an NFL championship, but at least they have played in
four Super Bowls. While the Eagles
have never won a Super Bowl, they did
capture three league titles before the
NFL-AFL merger.
"It's just a start," Mora conceded.
"All these other teams that we're competing against in the playoffs have had
their programs in place for a long, long
time."
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753-1927
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Help Wonted

Help Wanted

FHC Cumberland Hall
Job Opportunities (Hopkinsville, KY)
Registered Nurse: Positions available on acute inpatient units,
prefer minimum of one year's experience working with children,
adolescents, and adults. Position also available in residential treatment facility, prefer minimum of one year's experience in a mental
health or residential setting working with adolescents. Current
license to practice as an RN in KY required. Sign-on bonus available.
Therapist: Delivers therapy services to patients and families to
resolve emotional, behavioral, or interpersonal problems.
Minimum of Master's degree in psychology, social work, or professional counseling.
Mental Health Technician/Residential Care Worker: High
school diploma required, minimum requirement of six months
experience in healthcare/mental health setting working with children, adolescents, and adults, education may substitute for experience.
Mental Health Associate: Working in a residential setting with
adolescent males. Bachelors degree Qj five (5) years experience.
with two years of supervisory experience and a CMT/CMA KY
certification.
FHC Cumberland Hall
Attn: Human Resources
210 West 17th Street
Hopkinsville, KY 42240
Fax 270-886-1335
No phone calls please!

15 Words for 10 days,$15
10 Words for 10 days,$10

FOE/AA/M/F/DN/DRUG FREE EMPLOYER

•Individualfor sale itemS only
•Prepayment only
•No refundsfor early cancellation
•Includes internet posting & one
day in the Shopping Guide
•Price must be included in the ad

lientS ClidCr S50

5 1Nords for
5 da% s for SF..

UNIT 32 & 8 have been
abandoned at Hazel
Siorage located to
641S & will be sold by
private sale on January
18, 2005

Deadline

Publication Day

Fri. at 11
Mon. at 11

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
5
at
Mon.
a.m.
11
at
Wed.
Wed. at 5 p.m.
Thurs. at Noon

Monday & The Shopper
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

Saturday

BOOKKEEPING
SERVICES
• Partial or
complete service
• 7 years
experience
• BusinesS degree
• Satisfaction
guaranteed

For scheduling & payment. contact Jill Stephens
or Julie Limon at 42744 753-1916 or snail ad and payment to:

NItirra) Ledger & Timex
P.O. Box 1u40
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LEGAL NOTICE
Anyone who has or had horses boarded
by Kathy Nygaard or Nancy Nygaard or
boarded horses at 305 S. Yarnellton,
Lexington, Fayette County, Kentucky
40510 or has knowledge of any horse
there should immediately contact
Charles Deppen at 859-253-1042. Should
you fail to contact Mr. Deppen by
February 1, 2005, the horses will be
deemed abandoned property.

11111 Notice

"GEMSTONE JEWELRY"
,d are some ()flint- precious.
semi-precious and exotic gems
available Many have 18 kt gold d'
dual
V.S. diamond accents. Superb
and wholesale prices
For !twines can

270-492-6134

PUBLIC NOTICE
The Code Enforcement Board will be
having a meeting on January 24,
2005 at 5:00 p.m. in the City Hall
Council Chambers located at 104
North 5th Street. The Board will be
electing officers and setting a regular
scheduled meeting date.

Call
270-227-8332
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Want to get into Real Estate?
Murray State has the classes for
you! Spring classes begin
January 18, but it's not too late!
If you are interested in obtaining a Sales
Associate License, Broker's License or
minor in Real Estate, call today!
Murray State currently has enrollment
openings in RES 226- Real Estate
Finance, RES 134- Real Estate
Marketing and RES 242- Real Estate
Law (can also be used as business electives). So contact Mark Blankenship at
759-3954 or Roger Schoenfeldt at 7626196 for more information! Real Estate
Program offered by MSU's Department
ofManagement. Marketing and Business
Administration in conjunction with the
Kentucky Real Estate Commission.

%I I 1111 1112 11111'
-51 pm,
IN TIME FOR SPRING,
Established, FULLY
equipped Nursery for
lease All you need is to
grow & sell 207-7590690
MSU graduate offenng
Spanish classes For
more info please call
759-3879
Moose
MURRAY
Lodge Dinner & Dance
Mud Hole Band Sat
15th, 2005, 8-12PM
Members only and
guests

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

FREE PALLETS
Loading Dock of Murray Ledger & Times
First Come • First Serve
Please No Phone Calls

Extendkare, a nation-wide
healthcare leader, is
expanding their in-house
therapy teams for 2005!
We are seeking an
energetic & talented

Occuptioaal Therapist/
Occupational Therapy Assistaut
for a full-time position in
Paducah, KY
Contact
Jennifer Weimer
at
800-395-5000 x8254,
Fax: 414-908-8143
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Email: JWsimer@Extendicare.com EEOC
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Help Wailed

Help Wailed

Mediar-Di

Installer Technician to install aerial or
underground drops for new customers.
replace converter, switches, splitters, fittings and cable lines to house. Conduct
service calls to diagnose and repair cable
problems. Disconnect, reconnect and relocate or add outlets as requested. Work signal leakage to comply with CLI standards.
On call as scheduled. may work as needed
on special projects or help with outages.
Prepare daily and weekly logs of all service
transactions and installations. Check in
completed work in a timely manner to
Dispatch department. Comply with all
NCTA standards in accordance with company policy. Must have electrical and
mechanical aptitude. Prior experience in
the cable industry a plus. Physical ability
for heavy lifting, pole climbing, and working at heights in all weather conditions.
Ability to use required mechanical equipment. Licensed driver without major violations.
Mediacom has an excellent benefit
package.
Qualified candidates may submit resume
by mail, fax or e-mail to:
Mediacom
Attn: Karen Bast
90 Main Street
Benton, KY 42025
Fax: 270-527-2126
No phone calls please.
E-Mail: kba.st@mediacomcc.com
Equal Opportunity Employer
1

Senior Community Service
The
Employment Program (Title V)contracted by West Kentucky Allied Services,
Inc. is seeking individuals who are 55
years of age or older to work in Calloway
County. This program is considered part
time with a maximum of 20 hours per
week. Vacation, sick and holiday pay is
included. To apply, please contact Janna
York or Jodi Coleman at (270) 247-4046
or 1-800-294-2731.
This Project is funded in part under a
contract with the Purchase Area
Development District, the Kentucky
Department for Health Services with
funds from U.S. Department for Health
and Human Services.
WKAS is an
Equal Opportunity Employer

ASPHALT PAVING SUPERINTENDENT
Paving
H&G Construction Co., Inc. has a salaried position available for an Asphalt
supervising
for
responsible
be
will
Superintendent. Applicants pursuing this position
posipaving crews for highway. airport, and commercial projects. This is not an entry level
considbe
will
paving
asphalt
in
history
proven
a
with
tion and only qualified applicants
Paducah. KY
ered. Applicants pursuing this position must be willing to relocate to the
area.
QUALITY CONTROL TECHNICIAN
Control
MG Construction Co.. Inc. has a salaried position available for a Quality
field
and
laboratory
for
responsible
be
will
position
this
pursuing
Technician. Applicants
Office.
Microsoft
of
Knowledge
aggregates.
ed
manufactur
and
asphalt
mix
testing of hot
hot mix
sound oral and writing skills are a plus. Applicants with current certifications in
send
Please
apply.
to
asphalt. aggregate testing. or nuclear gauge training are encouraged
resume.
copies of certificates of certification with your
ASPHALT PAVING FOREMAN
has a position available for an Asphalt Paving Foreman.
Inc.
Co..
n
Constructio
H&G
crews for resApplicants pursuing this position will be responsible for supervising paving
only qualiand
position
level
idential and small commercial projects. This is not an entry
purApplicants
considered.
be
will
paving
fied applicants with a proven history in asphalt
area.
KY
Paducah.
the
to
relocate
to
suing this position must be willing
CONSTRUCTION WORKERS
workers expeH&G Construction Co.. Inc. is now accepting applications for construction
being connow
are
expertise
of
rienced in the field of asphalt paving. The following areas
sidered:
PAVING OPERATORS
ROLLER OPERATORS
SCREW OPERATORS
compet •
These positions are available for prevailing wage rate projects. and H&G offers a
projects.
private
and
itive wage rate for commercial
Applicants wanting to apply for any of these positions should send their resume including
work history, references, and certifications (if requested) to H&G Construction Co., Inc.,
7025 Old Cairo Road, West Paducah, KY 42086. or send via email to krittlPhgssovgs.com.
No walk-Ins or phone calls please.
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Calloway Garden/Essex Downs

Amami'For Hint

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

1 BR apt, 1 1/2 blocks
rom MSU, no pets
$225.00 753-5992

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

Bps rumished
nashed, low utilities. no
pets. $225/mo. 7533949

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available. 7532905 or 753-7536.

Apartments

I

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartment.
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

TERMITE & PEST CONTROL CO.

Now taking applications for
service technicians. Apply
in person at 1604 State
Route 121 N in Murray.
SALES POSITION AVAILABLE
Seeking person with the following qualili
Lions: saks aptitude, outgoing personality,
ativity. competitiveness, willingness to put loi
extra effort in time and actions, good organ'/..
tion, and good communication skills. The ats,••
efforts will bring a competitive salary. quarto • •
bonuses and year-end bonuses based on re.[
forrnance. also there is health insurance, vehicle
furnished, vacation day.s. disability' insurance

Office Hours 8 a.m. -12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
060

150
Artk:kie
For Sete

help Wanted

Si 000 Sign On
Ito.(Kpd Drivers)
FOP A ANTED TIME

PLVS

902
USA MUCK

HAS A PAY INCREASE
• NYC A PEN On
AedEcasAi & %von&
Avolob,
On... O. Terns &Sans.
GAHM Hholccomi

and 40IK.
Send resumes only to: Hoeard I). Happy
Company. P.O. Box 487. 1a'ifidd. IX) 42066.

CALL 7 DAYS A WEEK
800-237-4642

090
Domestic & Childcare

060

Help Mantel

TREK 1400 Road Bike
shifters
Shimano
condition
Excellent
$350 080 (4) 7'x10'
aluminum clog kennel
panels, one with gate
(brick block floor available) $200 753-7378
after 5PM

IM

APSivices
REFRIGERATOR
Kitchen Aid, top freezer, 19.8 cu ft., white,
ice maker, frost free,
condition.
excellent
$300 753-6775
160
Home Furnishings

1BR partially furnished
paid
utilities
part
$260/mo + deposit
753-6871 or 978-0742
1BR, 1 bath W&D,
refrigerator, stove &
1
dishwasher. $325
month free 759-8780
1BR, carport, W/D
pets
hook-up, no
$325/month 753-6931
or 293-6070

NEW 0 penny, 10'x15'
units 436-6227/2933232
PREMIER MINISTORAGE 'Inside climate
control storage
•Securrty alarmed
'Safe & dean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

1BR-4BR apartments
Ask about move in free
days Coleman RE
759-4118
2 Room all furnished.
all utilities, water, electric, phone and cable
included. Access to
pool & fitness room.
$150
$400/month,
deposit Singles. for
$350 and up plus
deposit. Call for infor(270)753mation.
8407.

NICE 1997 4x2 Nissan
Pathfinder LE Can be
seen at 800 Chestnut
Street $6,500 080.
Call 753-0851 after
6:00PM

milLcars

02 Cavalier. yellow
actory, spoil package.
24,000 miles, $8,000
OBO. 753-5802
2001 Hyundai Elantra,
4-door, 39K mi., grey,
$5,700 759-0029 or
978-0200

Mons
Chevy
1998
owner,
Venture, 1
under 80,000 miles,
condition
excellent
436-2762

Nice

408 Sunbury Circle
753-0020

commerical prop.for root
OFFICE space small to
huge. Will finish to suit.
space,
Warehouse
storage space, retail
space. Call Larry at
752-0813

David's Cleaning
Services
-We Specialize in Cleaning"
'Vinyl siding & fencing 'Mobile Homes.
'Brick •All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning As ailabk
•We Use Hot Water .Parking Lots & Driveways

David Borders
(270)767-0313 or (270)527-7176

Wing Metal
"e now

manufacture. Buy -

Order by II u.m. (ik
pick up next day.
+ sq, ft, of 29 & 26 gauge I•
#1 & #2 availahie in most

Call Metal M
-800-909-9064• 270-'7

2000 Toyota Sienna,
excellent condition, low
one owner.
miles
garage kept 761-2356
'99 Dodge while with
conversion kit, leather
interior. TV with DVD,
55,000 miles, immaculate. $12,500 080
753-1537

492-8688 ROOF
REPAIRS. New
Roofs, all types. 29
years experience. Call
Carters.
AFFORDABLE
A-1
HAULING all around
clean-up, gutters. tree
work. 436-2867

I'M tired of being
retired. Painting, roofing. carpentry. All types
of home remodeling.
Call Ray: (h)1-731642-0646.
(c)1-931 -445-7371

CHILD care/ housekeeping service availHealth &
NATURAL
28R, IBA bnck duplex.
‘NI Rill I \II \IOW ;
able. 436-6028
Wellness Co. seeking
1996 Ford Club Wagon
Pets & Supplies
Has deck, C/H/A,
.eurai %%ries!
DRIVER lookiing for ANTIQUE white 6..:onsultants: managers.
Chateau loaded, rear
d/w, w/d
ref.,
JOHNNY WILLIAMS
stove,
Guarimeed:
non-drivers to take to drawer dresser & 5Must be motivated,
A/C. 4 captain's chairs.
PAINTING
hookup $400 dep;
DOG Obedience
or
appts., shopping
self-starter with sincere
new tires, everything.
all
drawer chest, $100 $425 rent. 753-1769
residential and
UM."' 4,
•For
Master Trainer
1 4112%5,1
,
A-1 Stump Removal
wherever needed to each. Call 753-6232
desire to help others
works, used for long
small commercial
436-2858
!rake pork &N )elrs
has
C/H/A,
IBA,
2BR,
437-3044
leave
.
753-7129
commisgo
al
excelException
distance travel,
after 4:00p.m.
painting needs
success on'i k ,A fling' Le..
storage
carport &
name and number on
sion based on income
lent condition. Call 767SHIH-TZU S&W paper
1414:TCINC Emig
'Interior & Extenor
entertainBASSETT
painted
Freshly
room
answering machine.
potential; travel, car
trained 731-352-0037 9442
ALL CARPENTRY
Health' I'll help els
*Custom spraying for
ment center, solid oak. 902 Southwood 753program. Training pro731-642-5151
Remodeling, additions,
. .k.,sght tor the Jae uni.
lawn/patio furniture
ARE sitter 42Wx59Hx23D, $400. 7618
HEALTHC
500
Call
M/F
PTFT.
vided.
porches, decks, sun
Louver doors / shutters
looking for nighttime Panasonic .32" color
390
Truck
Umd
7:71k71.1-31114
1,2,
for interview 270-522rooms, roofing, vinyl
•No lob too small
work sitting in your TV. 2 years old. $250. 4 bedroom house
Livestock & Supeops
ikeheie.
1166
siding, mobile home
3 apts 753-1252 or
•Free estimates
hospital room, 489-6085
home,
1982
Silvered°
CHEVY
L•Th,,f
repair, sagging floors,
753-0606
NEED cooks and
753-8858.
or nursing home room.
HAY Alfalfa, also pure
4x4 350 engine 6' lift
and
sofa
EL
FLEXSTE
termite & water damfountains for days
IONALLY
753-7129. leave name
or
good
EXCEPT
hybrid
ss
tires,
33
Orchargra
good
Hudson.
color,
Neutral
LAYTON
age. Larry Nimmo
and nights. Must be
on chaise
number
rust.
and
some
nice. large 2 bedroom
Bermuda, clean heavy
truck,
backhoe
&
270-753hauling
Ph
new.
like
or
-9372
weekwork
(270)753
able to
answering machine.
apartment, all applibales, square or roll, $1,700. OBO. 761753-4545. 492-6265
7492
(270)753-0353
ends. Apply at Sonic
ances including wash- can del 731-695-3444 2547
your
enjoy
to
WANT
Drive-In, 217 S. 12th
LEE'S Carpet
&
E
BACKHO
er/dryer. deck with outor 731-669-7366
weekends with your
2002 Nissian 4x4 super
Street. No phone
JUST give us a call.
Cleaning
Fireweed
G
TRUCKIN
Excellent
storage.
side
family? I'll clean your
charged x-cab, 16,000
calls.
well be glad to help,
"since 1971"
LARGE round bales of
HILL.
ROY
(270)759
Location!
house Call Kim 492miles, asking pay off.
Your loved one well
mixed grass hay. 270'Carpets 'Upholstery
NUMERITEX Displays.
FIREWOOD for sale
Septic system, gravel,
5885 or (270)293-7085
6196
.
492-8032
5:00
try to find.
after
•Emergency Water
rick.
435-4599
lob
e
a
$35
white rock
You pick up,
Inc. has immediat
View
FORREST
'Cause we all have
p.m. can deliver
Removal 'Quick
openings for entry level
436-2113
$45 delivered 527Dakota,
Dodge
1998
Apartments 1213 N
Furry or Feathered
Drying
Track
&
work
sales positions If you
Dozer
8368
V6.
miles,
118,000
16th St , now accepting
Friends, Here at the
Free Estimates
are outgoing, ambior
hoe
$3,500
270
5spd.
sport,
2br
for
ons
applicati
Ledger & Times.
-Got Dirt?"
tious, and career mindbest offer. 1-270-435Mobile Homes For Sate
BENSON'S Home &
townhouses, basic rent
NEW year's resolve
753-5827
ed. we would like to
3076
270-2934335.
Roof Repairs Free
$360/ month Call 753- FOR sale; 23 acres
a used book
Call 753-1916 talk to you. We offer a includeI have
1999 1970 Leave Message
1BA
2BR,
270dock 2 fee
Home#
boat
with
estimates
V-8.
F-150
1998
the place,
store?
salary,
competitive
16x50,
Fleetwood
from KY Lake. 20 82,000 miles, one
435-4033, cell# 270LOST puppy found
and lots of books. Let's
LIVE Oak Apts.
insurance allowance,
condition
deer
excellent
at
acres
23
acres.
293-5166
bed
near Martin Chapel 401K plan. and sales
fiberglass
owner,
Box
P.O.
deaf
a
make
Newly Remodeled
753-4801
hunting paradise Night
Church Call after 4pm
cover, clean, glass
BUILDING or remodel1040-D, Murray, KY
1BR $290.00
bonuses Come grow
270- 436-2921. day cell
14X70 Fleetwood.
767-0814
cus94'
with
green
packs,
Go to
ing?
42071
$340.00
2BR
to
resume
Mail
us
with
270-514-4148
2br, 2 bath, all applitomized decals, owner
syswr CAMBRIAUSA.co
3BR S425.00
060
608 Main St Suite B.
ances. W&D, C/H/A.
must sell. 731-642$100 deposit special
Murray, KY 42071
NOV/0W
LOT with or without
Computers
$12,000. 753-9503.
1816
for qualified applicants
Ann: Inside Sales
house near hospital on
CARPORTS Starting
AWESOME CLOSE
Office hours 8-2
Manager
EPOPlai Street, P.O. Box
2 star child care cente
MDM COMPUTERS
1995 Chevy S-i0, at $675. installed. Roy
Mon-Fri
1040-D, Murray, KY
Hill (270)436-2113.
A+ Certified Technician OUT SPECIALS ON
looking for part time
SWB, motor has new
NURSERY business in
SIMMONS'S Carpentry
SIN2004
Call today for appointALL
42071
professional child care
On site service
bottom end, 22 4 cyl
need of person to
Custom
CATHY'S
& Handyman work.
DOU&
ES
ment
GLEWID
759.3556
condition.
provider to guide chiln
good
in
productio
body
assist in Wallpapering. Need
Free estimates Call
TWO story brick apart753-8221
BLEWIDES!
dren ages birth through
shipping
teal ,green.$3,000
and
help? Call cell: 270767-0958 and 2705
with
building
ment
packages
e
140
Land/hom
Child
afterschool.
731-644-0750
Equipment experience
NEARLY new lg. 3 bed978-0569. home: 270- 519-8570
Excellent
units
two-BR
731-584available!
Want to Buy
development knowland CDL preferred
room, 2 full baths, all
income -producer. '85 Ford 3/4 ton cargo 492-8342.
9429
THREE Guys Handy
edge required. Apply at
Call 759-8666 for appliappliances in quiet
270-753van. Must sell. 753$125,000_
DNJ HANDYMAN
Works
Murray.
109S. 15th St.,
cation
ANTIQUES/OLD stuff. DOUBLEWIDE EXPO: neighborhood. _7535904 or 978-1677
4109. 270-227-1545
We do all the odd jobs
carpentry,
Painting,
fireplace,
has
new,
Call
Like
all
293-1146
or
or
1
buy
7903.
in
with
We
AUTO technician
OPENINGS now and
you don't have time
etc.
&
well
includes
set-up
Larry at 753-3633
GM experience full 90 days - Software firm
NEW apt. 1 BR $150
for Plus, all repairs for
We appreciate your
Bab &Motors
Fams For Sale
septic! Call 731-584Customer!
time. Customer satis- seeking
(334)628-6776
deposit
home and business
business.
aluminum
BUYING
9429
priority.
rep
Support
top
Technical
faction
(205)361-4763
293-5438
No lobs too small. Call
aluother
a
Bombe
TVA
and
loins
1987
cans
acres,
195
driNEW
w/ great phone & comGood track record,
GET YOUR
for free estimates. Tim
ed
redecorat
WORK
NEWLY
Parts
1994
DOZER
Auto
with
Key
nd.
ate
minum
Campgrou
Crappiem
Wildcat
ver's license, drug test.
puter skills. Health ins..
HOME TODAY WITH
(270)293-0421, Mike
2BR, 1 bath, appliINSTALL & REPAIR
county water & power, 120HP motor, trailer,
18 paid days off/ yr, 753-5562
and background check
"0" DOWN FINANC( 2 7 0)9 7 8 - 0 4 4 0
furnished, good hardwood and
SYSTEMS &
trolling
ances
SEPTIC
finder,
depth
pay,
Send
731-584plan.
Excellent
required.
retirement
ING: Call
(270)437CASH paid for
Brandon
C/H/A, 1 year lease + 1
GRAVEL HAULING.
motor, good condition
pine timber, exc. hunt401K. and insurance. resume to gale@
9429
good, used guns.
4664
pets.
no
or
deposit,
Contract
or
mo,
Public
-1272
or
-2834
(270)970
(270)871
ing.
or
Please see Tom 8 to 5, powerclaim.com
Benson Sporting
KEITH Baker Homes of
753-2905
Contact at 270-753(270)345-2448
(270)748-2808
WALTERS
Research.
through
Hawkins
Monday
Goods. 519S 12th.
Parts is offering to
9503
CONTRACTING
Larry
bedroom
Murray.
St.,
two
NICE
Friday.
406 N 4th
Murray.
80
on
match your 2004 Tax
hunting
GREAT
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Pontiac
FUTRELL'S Tree
753-5731
Stovesand
KY 42071
Return on the purchase
acres with 4BR house
Siding, Addition, and
Service
GMC. 3100 Irvin Cobb
Put
?
OWN a computer
of your new home.
NOW LEASING
in need of TLC. Has
Remodeling. Quality
Dremoval,
A-AFFOR
,
Paducah
Trimming
436-5141
Old
Dr,
buyto
Want
It to work! Up to
barns.
Call and ask one of our
and
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
pond
Work, Over 30 Years
ABLE Hauling Clean
stump grinding, fireEOEIM/FN/H
money & Jewelry Call
$1.500 to $7.500/mo
Section
270-753friendly sales consultaccept
.
We
$150,000
Gerald
Experience.
wood. Insured. 489out garages, gutters,
753-6793
PT/FT. 1-888-314ants for details.
8 vouchers.
BY vocational minister
4109. 270-227-1545
.
753-2592
Walters.
work
tree
&
'Link
2839.
3790 24 hr recording.
(731)644-0012 800Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
of music. for blended
WANT to buy Junk Car 533-3568
FREE BOOKLET.
902 Northwood Dr
services. Send resume
Acreage
and Trucks Cat (270)
www.vrtworldwide.corn
Monday,
to: P.O. Box 1040-D.
280
293-6199
or
474-2540
Wednesday. Fnday
Murray. KY 42071
POSITIONS available:
Mobile Homes For Rent
ACREAGE for sale o
Six days a week
Phone 759-4984
Persons needed to
DENTAL front office
rade_ 60 ac. between
Housing
st
Equal
receptioni
as
work
Send
personnel
2BR, 1BA washer drye
& Puryear.
Buchanan
ty
Opportuni
1653 daytime and evening
to
resume
included, $350 753
wooded.
rest
open,
25
150
TDD #1-800-648-6056
hours. Call 753-9204
Avenue
Calloway
4801
hunting.
Excellent
Articles
advisors
SAFETY
Murray. KY 42071
RED OAKS APTS.
$89.000. 492-6242
Salo
For
2BR, 2BA $285 753$2500 month, manager
Special
DRIVER needed, mini6012
trainee's $3000 month
Deposit
$100
mum 23 years old
Homes For Salo
190 sq. ft hickory eng
NEAR Cypress Springs
Company will train Call
$280
From
1BR
with
CDL
C
or
Class B
wood.
hard
neered
+
mo.
$225
Resort.
M-F gam-1pm only! 12BR From $325
Hazmat, clear MVR
vertica
with
2BR
$800. 753-7008
dep 436-2096
800-578-8799
Call Today!
Must be able to go into
duplex behind Great
mobile
753-8668.
NICE 2BR
Canada 7-10 days out
investment $65,000
500 gallon propane gas
REWARDING
home and lots for rent
at a time Call 362TAKING applications
270-753-4109, 270tank 753-5538
753-9866
pets
R
No
CAREE
for
9828 or 703-3904
for 1-person unfur- 227-1545
OPPORTUNITY
info
apartment
320
nished
ELECTRIC
utilities. 2BR, 1BA in Benton.
including
Apedments For Rent
full
EXPERIENCED
Professional sales
redone
Completely
WHEELCHA1R_$
furnished
or
$325/mo
designer.
floral
time
position with excellent
Located on 2
inside.
MSU.
Near
Medicaid.
Medicare
Atm
available
apts
$350/mo.
2BR
&
1
Apply' at Nape's Florist
income potential for a
3 stor& Private Insurance
deposit required. 761- large lots with
or immediate occuE
112
Gifts.
&
sel mot0,ated. hardage buildings. $32,500.
Novi Available
753- 2743
Recipients.
call
Please
pancy
Washington St., Pans,
working team player.
437-4419
for those who have mobkty
8221
TN.
VERY nice large 1BR,
Excellent fringe benerestrictions that
1 bedroom apts. $250all appliances including
3BR, 2BA, 24x40 DW
fits. Complete training
LOCAL CPA firm lookqualify.
$350 per month. 2BR
washer & dryer 759- on 1 ac. lot. FP, CHA,
presided. Bring or
ing for full-time, partFree into packet!
townhouses, washer &
5885 or 293-7085
appliances. Large covtime associates Basic
mail resume to
1-800-225-4336
dryer included. $410
e
ered porches_ 24x30
knowledg
g
accountin
per month. 753-7559
Fleming Furniture
shop w/comm. drain
preferred Reply to:
Rouses For Rent
10x20 office w/ 1 BA. 3
1040-1.
Box
P.O
3064) Hwy.641 N.
1 OR 2br apts near
GARAGE Door w/keymi south of Murray.
Murray
Murray. KY 42071.
downtown
pad & remotes. less
Murray. KY 42071
2BR house, centra
(270)492starting at $200/mo. H&A, wd hookup. no $52,000.
than 1 yr. old $250.00
MEDICAL/SURGICAL
8288
753-4109
6p.m.
after
527,
759-1831
looking
753-2259
pets.
Office We are
TAKING applications
1BR apt available, all 8174 $550 a month. 1
for the right people to
for all positions at
4BR. 2 bath with 2-3/4
desk.
month deposit
appliances furnished.
form our office/clinic
Rudy's. 104 S. 5th. SOLID oak office
acres Fenced off for
Negotiable 270-559Mur-Cal Realty 753team. Our clinic needs
Apply in person
horses Priced in the
3/2 large beck home on
7053
4444
an LPN and X-ray tech.
60's Call 293-9440
large lot near hospital &
Our business office
industry.
downtown
Check us out
NEED to sell quick!
needs an expenenceci
Large extra spaces. All
Priced right, remodspeWeb!
the
ement
on
reimburs
utilities including cable
eled. nice home, good
cialist and an upbeat
TV. plus 5 premium
locations. 4 miles from
receptionist If you'd
channels and Internet
weltmunayledgerow
Murray $39,900 Make
like to loin our team.
furnished, $750/month
offer. 731-247-3068
fax your resume today
and deposit, referto 773-233-8795
ences. 761-1402 or
construction
NEW
227-0406
1,960 sq. ft. 38R, 2
has
Master
'All Size Units Available
bath
Nice
Rent or Sale
room,
Living
whirlpool.
no
Y.
CG,
2
Sat.
2BA.
38R,
9-5:
-Fn.
Open Mon
*Now Have Climate Control
pets, $650 deposit, eat in kitchen. 2 car
641N. 2 miles on right
garage on 1 acre
$650 rent, 1 year lease
Benton area $112,500
required. (270) 994'le buy and sell good used furniture
443-5771
1030

WE SERVICE
Ward-Elkins

,„„,..•••00"""""""mm.„
NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE

RILEY'S USED FURNITURE

753-3853
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Benadryl
as sleep aid
DEAR DR. GOTT: First
O1
1 wain yvil iv 1-4-7ow
how much I look forward to
y our column.
A
few
months ago,
you wrote
that
Benadryl is
a safe sleeping aid for
the elderly,
yet recent
publicity
seems
to
disagree
with your
By
Dr. Peter Gott conclusion.
I await your
reply.
DEAR READER: Recent
media reports have suggested
that
diphenhydramine
(Benadryl) may not be a suitable sleep aid for the elderly
because it can cause hangover,
disorganized speech and behavioral disturbances.
While I do not fault these
reports, I'd like to point out
that I) Benadryl. has a long
history of safety, 2) Its side
effect profile is minimal, 3)
Many of its consequences are
no different than those caused
by other drugs (such as alcohol). 4) Most of its side effects
are trivial, 5) It is the active
ingredient in many non-prescription sleep aids (such as
Excedrin PM. Nytol, Sominex,
Unisom and others), 6) It is
not habit-forming and 7) It is
'available without a prescription.
I am aware of the study in
the 2001 Archives of Internal
Medicine that purported to
show Benadryl is a "horrible
choice" because, in the 'elderly, it can lead to the side
effects I mentioned, plus delirium, hallucinations, urinary
retention, low blood pressure,
drowsiness, bowel problems,
irritability and restlessness.
In my experience of over
30 years of medical practice.
I have never had any patients
who experienced negative side

Dr. Cott

Wife's confession to old affair Loskllack
causes husband fresh pain
10 years ago

effects from the judicious use
of B...-nr..±71 as,2:Jeep
In fact, the drug's side effects
are much less common in the
elderly than the complications
of other, more powerful sleep
medications.
h seems to me that all of
us need to examine the risk/benefit ratio of sleeping pills before
coming to a conclusion about
which brand is appropriate.
In my view, Benadryl is
vastly superior to prescription
sleeping pills and, based on
this opinion, I demand that the
researchers I mentioned above
provide the name of a nonprescription, non-habituating
substitute for Benadryl.
I'll keep my readers updated on this intriguing disagreement as it unfolds. In the
meantime, you may use diphenhydramine as needed for insomnia.
Obviously some people have
a strong reaction to Bendryl
and, if they experience undue
sedation during the day, they
should not use the medicine
as a sleep aid.
To give you related information, I am sending you a
copy of my Health Report
"Sleep/Wake Disorders." Other
readers who would like a copy
should send a long, selfaddressed, stamped envelope
and $2 to Newsletter, P.O. Box
167, Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be
sure to mention the title.
Copyright 2005, Newspaper Enterprise Assn.

If readers would like to
contact Dr. Gott, they may
write him through your newspaper or send their mail
directly to Dr. Gott do United Media, 200 Madison Ave.,
4th fl., New York, NY 10016.
However, if readers want to
request a newsletter, they
should write to the Ohio
address.

DEAR ABBY: About a year
ago, a dear friend from childhood pueiHeW"
only 48. My husband, "Brian,"
and I attended his funeral. On
the
drive
home, Brian
started asking
me
about
my
past -- the
people
grew
up
with, went
school
to
Dear Abby with, etc.
Well, I
told
my husBy Abigail
band
too
Van Buren
much. He
asked me about my past romantic relationships, and I answered
him honestly. Finally he said,
"Since you are being so honest. I'm going to give you one
more chance to tell all. If there
is anything left to tell, say it
now, and we will never have
this conversation again."
Well, I had an affair more
than 20 years ago and I confessed. It. only happened once
before I came to my senses
and realized I was where I wanted to be.
Abby, Brian hit the roof!
My life hasn't been the same
since. Brian feels he has been
disrespected, and he wants to
kill the other man. He has
become insecure. He calls to
check on me at work, which
he never used to do. Our marriage is terrible. Now I say hardly anything to him, because I
feel he tricked me.
Bottom line: Don't tell your
secrets. Keep them buried deep.
Believe me,it's better for everyone concerned. -- DUPED IN
DELAWARE
DEAR DUPED: Although
the affair was over many years
ago, your husband is reacting
the way he is because, for
him, hurt and betrayal are
fresh. Of course he feels insecure. Many men feel that a
woman who will cheat once
won't hesitate to cheat again
-- and in some cases, that's
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( torl moDERN DAUGHTER
REGISTERED AT
theOlgdcry COtri FOR THINCTS
LIKE F1EA DIPS INSTEAD OF
AT A NIcE DEPARTMENT
STORE FOR WEDDING CHINA..,

Death of a Monarch

At-4 MODERN DAUGHTER
IS HAYING TWO PRECOCIOUS
LOWER ltENS' INSTEAD
OF A GROUP OF PREGIOUS
FUVER GALCREN

ANC NOw PIN rivekrtN
DAUGHTER. MIS ME Thai
iNSTEAD OF A BRIDAL TEA,
HER ATTENDANTS ARE ALL
601s16 TO THE SPA FOR
fULL-80DH scawan wiles!

EAST
*5
+64
•QJ 1062
•A 8 5 3
•K 9 2
•.1 8 7 4 3
4.1 10 6 4
+95
SOUTH
*AQ9 83
V7
•A 10 5
•AKQ2
The bidding.
North
East
South West
Pass
Pass
I*
Pass
3*
Pass
6•
Opening lead -- queen of hearts.
Assume you're in six spades and
West leads the queen of hearts -- which you duck -- followed by the
jack. You ruff, and the outcome
appears to depend solely on finding
the missing clubs divided 3-3. In that
case, you'd be able to discard one of
dummy's diamonds on your deuce of
clubs and so make the slam.
But experience tells you that a 33 break is not a healthy prospect —
indeed, it occurs only 36 percent of
WEST

i-

ndy

Call
Tim
Mike
40.
437.

ContractBridge

*8 7 3

SURE DO I'LL
SHOW YOU
THEY AREWHERE

CARDS rHAT ASK

•70-

Murray High School Tigers
won over Calloway County
If you value your marriage,
High School Lakers and Calrather...than,ciammink up. you
loway Lady La...k.s won over
will drag your husband to a
Murray Lady Tigers in basmarriage counselor as soon as
ketball
games. High team scorpossible. You two have a lot
of talking to each other to do, ers were Foster and B. Payne
and it's best that you do it in for Murray and Hdrnbuckle
front of a referee. Do not and Wisehart for Calloway.
28 years ago
blame your husband for the
Calloway County High
way he's feeling now. His feelSchool won first and Murray'
ings are justified.
High School won third in the
000
16th annual Ruby 'Crider InviDEAR ABBY: We recently went to a birthday party tational Speech Tournament at
for our 1-year-old granddaugh- Paris, Tenn.
30 years ago
ter. The parents had a large
William E. Moffett of Murgathering with lots of adults and
six other small children. It was ray was elected and installed
as Potentate of Rizpah Tema success and everyone had
ple A.A.O.N.M.S. during the
fun.
The birthday gifts were not annual election and installaopened until all the guests had tion of officers.
40 years ago
left. Our daughter-in-law said
Herbert Brooks was named
she wanted to be able to keep
track of who each present was "Kiwanian Man of the Year"
from so she could write thank- by the Murray Kiwanis Club.
you notes. However, I feel the New officers are Paul Sturm,
guests should have been able Bill Doss, Charles Coleman
to see our granddaughter's and Maurice Christopher.
expression when she saw her
50 years ago
gifts. I felt cheated not being
June Foy, daughter of Mr.
able to see what gifts were and Mrs. S.V. Foy, has won
given. Please give me your the State Cherry Pie Baking
thoughts on this. -- MIFFED Contest, sponsored by AmeriIN MINNESOTA
can Cherry Growers AssociaDEAR MIFFED: At 1 year tion, held in Lexington.
of age, a child is more inter60 years ago
ested in the wrapping paper
Soldiers reported killed in
and the box than what came action in World War II this week
inside it. Since you felt cheat- were Sgt. Albert V. Hughes in
ed at not being able to see Germany Nov. 22; Pvt. Alvis
what the other guests brought, Calhoun in Leyte Dec. 5; Pvt.
perhaps the mother will allow Guy McDaniel in Germany
you to help with the thank- Dec. 23; Sgt. Kyle B. Ferguyou notes. That way you can son in Germany Dec. 14; Pfc.
see what the child received, Robert Dale Martin in Gerand her load will be light- many Dec. 21.
ened.
Soldiers reported missing in
•••
action in World War II this week
Dear Abby is written by
were Sgt. George A . Tucker
Abigail Van Buren, also in Belgium and Pfc.
Codie A
known as Jeanne Phillips, Taylor in Germany,
both since
and was founded by her moth- Dec. 17.
er, Pauline Phillips.

North dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
•K J 10 7 2
V K 94
•Q 6

BailyComics
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.rk.
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the time. So you start to look for a
means of supplementing your
chances -- without, of course, relinquishing the possibility of a 3-3 club
break.
Actually, this is not a difficult task.
You can improve your chances substantially by allowing for the possibility of a squeeze. All you need is
for the defender with the club length
to have the king of diamonds.
Accordingly,you draw two rounds
of trumps, ruff the king of hearts.
cash the ace ofdiamonds and cross to
dummy with your last trump to produce this position:
North
+107

•Q
+8 7 3
West
East
•K 9 •
Immaterial
+1 1064
South
•10 5
*A K Q 2
When you now play the 10-7 of

trumps, discarding both of your diamonds. West acquires a king-sized
headache trying to find two discards.
He can spare the nine of diamonds,
all fight but his next discard will
make everyone at the table happy
except East and West.

C20051(ingFesueesSynewerlsc

Soldiers reported wounded
in action in World War II this
week were T-Sgt. William L.
Haneline. Dec. 14, and Pvt.
Maynard E. Melton, Dec. 26,
both in Belgium.
Births reported include a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. W.E. Gunton, Dec. 28; a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Enoch, Jan. 1;
a girl to T-Sgt. and Mrs. G.C.
Cope and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas Guthrie, Jan. 2;
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Leon
Grogan. Jan. 6.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie L.
Smith were nuu-ried 60 years
Jan. 8.
70 years ago
Climaxing a year's effort in
promoting the early construction of the Aurora Dam, W.S.
Swann, chairman of the board
of directors of Lower Tennessee Valley Association and
president of Murray Chamber
of Commerce and Calloway
Aurora Dam Club, called a
meeting of the local organization Jan. 7 at which time it
was voted to put on an intensive drive to secure 25,000
names on the "Aurora Dam"
petition within the next two
weeks.
Many school children of Calloway County are badly in
need of jackets, sweaters,
trousers and shoes, according
to Ola Mae Farmer, truant off?cer. These are being collected
and handled by the Red Cross
Chapter with B Melugin as
director.
Marriages
announced
include Lourelle Bourland to
Graves Sledd, Myrtle Suiter to
Johnny Parker, Mabel Steely
to Raymond Tidwell. Clovis
Key to Hester Hugh Brown,
and Carlie Bee Phillips to Virgil Paschall, all on Dec. 24.

Todaylnllistory
By the Associated Press
Today is Saturday. Jan. 15.
the 15th day of 2005. There
are 350 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Jan. IS, 1929, civil
rights leader Martin Luther
King Jr. was born in Atlanta.
On this date:
In 1559, England's Queen
Elizabeth I was crowned in
Westminster Abbey.
In 1844, the University of
Notre Dame received its charter from the state of Indiana.
In 1870, the Democratic
party was represented as a
donkey for the first time in a
cartoon by Thomas Nast in
Harper's Weekly.
In 1947, a grisly, stillunsolved homicide came to
light in Los Angeles as the
mutilated remains of 22-yearold aspiring actress Elizabeth
Short, known as the "Black
Dahlia" for her dark outfits,
were found in a vacant lot.
In 1%7, the Green Bay
Packers of the National Football League defeated the Kansas
City Chiefs of the American
Football League in the first
Super Bowl, 35-10.
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Crosswords
ACROSS

47 Critenon

1 News
summaries
7 Voodoo slave
13 Ploy

49 Racal
50 Charles Lamb
52 Shore bird
54 Ave
55 Before noon

Goes ki the polls
15 Such as
16 House
extension
18 Juneau's St.
19 Hi-fl record
21 Lox purveyor
22 'Soft Watches'
artist
24 Dressy shoe
26 Also starring
28 Gloomy
29 Newton or
Asimov
31 Anything but
33 Denver loc.
34 Ancient
cosmetic
36 Feng 38 All-purpose MO
40 Swedish auto
14

42 Quiver filler
45 Dock denizen

PEANUTS1110110

56 Conniving sort
59 Argon, in tie lab
61 Parlor piece
63 Develop slowly
65 Swirled around
66 Like corduroy
DOWN

1 Country addr
2 Powerful
raptors
3 Rx amt
4 Dune buggy kin
5 Spotted.
as a horse
6 Tool box item
7 High points
8 Stale
9 Beowulf's drink

10 Stone Age
cartoon
11 Slanted pnnt

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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MO mon
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MOM OMM NOUN
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OOM
1-15 02006 United Feature Syndicate
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17 erched
20 Max out
23 Teaser
24 Cheery greeting
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